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The fietd of dynamic scene analysis has matured to the point where significant
progress is being made. This thesis presents the theory and techniques for general

dynamic scene analysis. Due to the storage requirements inherent in dynamic scene

.analysis, a binary marker based image recording scheme was implemented. By strateg-

ically placing highly luminescent markers in the scene the binary image storage system

is considerably simplified. The data from individual markers is clustered to determine
their centroids. The imaging system is calibrated by finding the camera models by

imaging a known calibration test rig. The camera models are then used to determine

the three-dimensional world coordinates of the markers. This involves finding

corresponding markers in two images taken from two distinct vantage points. To fol-
low the movement of markers from frame to frame, a tracking procedure is
developed. The final phase of the dynamic scene analysis problem involves linking the

markers to form objects.

The thesis also presents the design of a prototype hardware-software solution to

the dynamic scene analysis problem with results given from real world examples. The
accuracy of the system is also discussed.
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C&eapter3.

lntnodn¡atione

X..X-" tsackground

The human visual system is a wonder in its complexity and functionality.

It is based on the principle of stereo vision, where two imaging devices

separated by a baseline, take independent recordings of a scene. The line

separating the trvo imaging devices in a stereo vision system is referred to as

the baseline. The baseline in a computer vision system is important since the

resolution of the system depends on the distance and angle between the two

imaging devices. By "fusing" the two images a true three-dimensional interpre-

tation of the world can be made. The duplication of the human visual system

using computer vision not only requires stereo imaging but must also invoke

two-dimensional clues to depth. Many two-dimensional scenes can be

"correctly" interpreted by the understanding of shading, shadows, occlusion,

texture, and size. The human visual system also depends on a vast knowledge

base that can be consulted to help interpret the scene in a way consistent with

past experiences.

One of the most studied clues useful in the interpretation of a scene is

motion. The understanding of the motion in a. scene through a two-

dimensional imaging device is sufficient to provide depth information up to an

arbitrary scaling factor. The overall image scale factor cannot be determined

since a two-dimensional view of an object in motion can be duplicated by a

larger object undergoing similar motion but a g¡eater distance away.

The structure from motion technique, as it is called, has been demon-

strated to be a fundamental element in the interpretation of the world by both

humans and lower animals. Based on a similar dichotomy that exists in the

human visual system, motion analysis can be separated into two disciplines:

intensity-based schemes and token-matching schemes.



Chapter 1 Introduction

X-" 2" I¡ltensity-based S chemes

The intensity-based schemes can be further subdivided into two types:

correlation techniques and gradient methods. One proposed correlation based

motion detector consists of two detectors of light intensities at two adjacent

positions. The output of an imaging device at one position and time is com-

pared to the output at a second position at a later time. If the two outputs are

sufîciently similar it is hypothesised that movement, has occurred f¡om th,e first

point to the second. An array of similar detectors performs a cross-correlation

of the outputs. Also an image can be subtracted from a displaced version of a

second image with the correct movement indicated by the displacement that

results in the greatest similarities between the images. The drawback with the

correlation techniques is that they are limited to detecting small motion dis-

placements and are confused by multiple moving objects.

The other technique from the intensity-based motion detectors is based on

gradient methods. The use of the gradient technique relies on the application

of a difference of two Gaussians or the convolution of the Laplacian V2 of a

Gaussian G and the image.l The operation of the Y 2G operator on an image

intensity profile results in zero-crossings at the locations in the image where the

intensity changes abruptly. The application of the operator performs an edge

detection operation. The edge detector can be used as a motion detector by

taking the time derivative of the convolution (ie. 4fr'G)*l). The timedt'
derivative and the slope of the zero-crossings determine the velocity and the

direction of movement of the edge. One difficulty with the gradient technique

is that the performance of the operator and time derivative are quite susceptible

to noise. Also the perpendicular component of the direction of motion of an

edge cannot be determined since the gradient parallel to the edge does not

change.

Even though considerable success has been obtained using intensity-based

techniques for motion analysis the technique is plagued by severe

1 The V 2G operator in two dimen

-1 (x2+y2)--t;1-
sion is [Huertas 1985]:

l- o'*t'> 1., l-I o' J t
Y 2G (x ,y¡=

2no4



Chapter 1 Introduction

computational requi¡ements. The convolution operation requires expensive

special purpose hardware if sufficient throughput is to be expected.

1.3. Token-matching Schemes

The second scheme proposed for motion analysis is that of token-

m,atching, The,token-matching scheme relies on, detecting identifiable- elements

or tokens in an image and then matching them over time. To determine

motion a coffespondence must be established between the elements in one view

.with the elements in the second view. Since considerable spatial and temporal

intervals can be involved, the token-matching scheme must obtain the correct

interpretation of an ambiguous scene.

The token-matching scheme can be implemented using edges, lines, blobs,

or regions as tokens. Tokens 'þrefer" to be matched with their nearest neigh-

bor in subsequent frames unless additional information other than position over

time is available. If lines are used as tokens additional features can be used to

guide the matching process. A given line segment prefers to be matched with

another line of similar length and orientation. A good example of this property

of matching lines is the wagon wheel phenomenon. At certain speeds a spoked

wagon wheel will appear to rotate in an opposite direction to its actual rotation.

Token matching based on orientation and minimum distance resolves the ambi-

guities but may result in incorrect interpretations. The preferred match is not

always chosen since only one-to-one matches are allowed.

The token-matching process can be performed at several different hierarch-

ical levels. By performing preliminary scene analysis the matching can be per-

formed at a high image understanding level. If the low level features are first

linked to form complete objects the matching can be performed at a high level.

The alternative is to match the lowest level features and forego image percep-

tion until a later stage. By performing the matching at the lowest level, using

primitive tokens, a more general solution can be obtained. If arbitrary objects

are engaged in complex motion a high level matching scheme will either per-

form poorly or be extremely complex to develop and maintain.

The token-matching scheme to motion analysis is favored over the

intensity-based scheme. A three-dimensional dynamic scene analysis system
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can be built for a reasonable cost.

be realized by incorporating a two

matching motion analysis system.

Introduction

The understanding of objects in motion can

camera stereo vision system with a token-

The problem to be considered in this thesis involves the following steps:

first two sequences of a dynamic scene are taken from two distinct views.

Tokens are extracted from the two images and matched to determine the

three-dimensional coordinates of the t-okens, Next the sequence of images are

analyzed to extract the motion of the tokens over time. From the understand-

ing of the token's motion and position in space the scene can be understood.

A prototype hardware-software system has been implemented to evaluate the

different aspects of the dynamic scene analysis problem. The results presented

in the sequel were obtained from real image sequences captured by the proto-

type system.

4



Chapter 2
[rnage Forxnation and Reconding

2.L. Introduction

The image formation and recording process for dynamic stereo scene

'analysis is crucial since the success of the scene analysis depends on the amount

and representation of the image data. This chapter considers the image record-

ing process of a single camera system followed by a description of a two camera

system. The current computer vision research has mainly focussed on mono-

chrome imaging devices where the analog video signal is quantized using an

analog to digital converter and the resultant grey-level values stored in a frame

buffer. To keep the cost of the prototype system to a minimum, standard gen-

eral purpose video cameras will be used. Thus the input to the system is an

analog EIA standard RS170 signal with 525 lines per frame, two fields per

frame, and 60 fields per second. To provide a similar resolution in both the

horizontal and vertical directions, each scan line is sampled uniformly in 512

places. To simplify the storage calculations a 512 by sLZ image will be

assumed. To perform as a useful dynamic scene analysis system the equipment

should be able to record and analyze a minimum of 10 seconds of motion. Cal-

culations to illustrate the plight of the dynamic scene analysis problem are

presented next.

2"2" Image Storage

First consider the

a second at 572by 512

Alternatives

storage required for 10 seconds at a frame

resolution with eight bits of grey-level:

bytes = 10* 30* 512* 512= 7 8,643,200

# bits -- # bytes* 8= 629,145, 600

^1rate ot 
30 

ot

(2.1)

(2.2)



Chapter 2 Image Formation and Recording

The large number of bits required for full grey-level recording has forced

most dynamic scene analysis research to rely on binary images. A binary image

is formed by thresholding the analog signal and recording a 1 if the video signal

is larger than the threshold and recording a 0 if the signal is below the thres-

hold. This reduces the number of bytes necessary to record a 10 second ses-

sion by a factor of eight to:

#,bytes =,9,830,400 (2.3)

Nearly 10 Mbytes are required to record a single session in binary form. To

overcome the exorbitant sto¡age requirements, noting that the complete storage

facilities must be capable of recording at video rates, data compression can be

performed on the binary data before the storage phase.

One data compression technique commonly employed is run length encod-

ing. By only recording the positions where a transition between light and dark,

(or dark and light), has occurred in a binary image, the storage requirements

can be considerably reduced. Run length data compression has motivated the

image recording process to be described below which was eventually imple-

mented in the prototype system. Instead of storing the binary image in a

matrix structure where the two dimensional elements of the matrix represent

the thresholded intensity at that point, a linear list of (¡,y) pairs corresponding

to the transitions in the thresholded video signal are recorded.

As will be shown in the sequel, it is essential to be able to locate

corresponding real world points from two distinct views. To facilitate this pro-

cess, and bearing in mind that a two level thresholding process will be utilized,

it seems reasonable to intentionally introduce "markers" into the scene that can

be easily located in the thresholded image. This has been done by placing high

contrast luminescent "markers" at strategic locations in the scene and on the

objects to be studied. If the threshold is appropriately set only the markers

should be detected above the threshold and the remaining image scene will

exist as background. Thus by controlling the lighting conditions and appropri-

ately adjusting the threshold, most of the background "noise" can be eliminated

and only the markers need be considered.

As an estimation of the storage requirements, consider 10 seconds of video

with 20 markers. The estimation will only be approximate as inevitably there

6



Chapter 2 lmage Formation and Recording

will be background "noise" contributing to the storage requirements. If each

marker is considered roughly as a 10 pixel by 10 pixel square, a total of 20

intensity transitions will be detected by the thresholding process for each

marker. Storing both the horizontal and vertical locations of the transitions

requires:

# bíts _ 10*30* 20*20'Ég*2=2,164,000 (2.4)

The number of bits required to record 10 seconds of video'with only the transi-

tion locations recorded is considerably less than required to record the full 512

by 572 matrix. As a further attempt to reduce the number of bits required,

consider storing only the horizontal coordinate and an end of line indicator.

Thus every transition in the viewable video region will be recorded along with a

special record at the end of every horizontal line. The vertical position can

then be determined by counting the number of "special" end of line records

from the start of a frame. The number of bits, with an additional bit required

to indicate the "special" end of line mark, becomes:

# bíts= ( 10*30*20*20* 10)+ ( 10t30*525* 10)= 2,77 5,000 (2.s)

Notice that the number of bits required to record the 10 second session

becomes slightly larger by using the "special" end of line mark. The reason this

form is favored is that if the hardware considerations are taken into account,

the latter form is actually a "word" saving approach. For each recorded hor-

izontal and vertical coordinate nine bits are required. Since most general pur-

pose micro-processors have word widths made of a multiple of 8 bits, it actually

requires a full 16 bit word to record each coordinate. The number of 16 bit

words for both schemes are shown below:

Although in the no "noise" case the (-r,y) list recording has a slight advantage

over the xonty form, the latter is easier to implement in hardware and becomes

favorable with more markers or "noise". To illustrate this consider twice the

number of markers in the two cases:

# words (x,y)= l0*30* 20x20*2- 240,000

# words x onty = ( 10* 30*20*20)+ ( 10*30*525)= 277,500

# words (x,y)= 10*30*40*20*2- 480,000

# words x onþ-( 10t30*40*20)+ ( 10* 30*525)=397,590

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.e)



Chapter 2 Image Formation and Recording

2.3. Implexnex¡ted R.ecordÍ¡rg Frocess

The above discussion on the image recording process highlights some of

the considerations relevant to designing a dynamic scene analysis system. The

first step in the implemented system consists of thresholding the video signal

from a general purpose video camera. Each detected transition in the video sig-

nal initiates the recording of its horizontal position. Also at the end of each

horizontal line a "special" end of line record is stored. The memory is 10 bits

wide to accommodate the 9 bits of horizontal accuracy and one extra bit for the

end of line marker. A two camera system requires two separate memory sys-

tems. The cameras are externally driven by video synchronizing pulses to allow

the events viewed by one camera to be analyzed with the coffesponding events

from the second camera. The implemented prototype combines the synchron-

izing of the cameras with the memory systems. Further details of the image

recording process will be given in the section discussing the implemented proto-

type.



Chapter 3
Clustering

3.n" Introduction

This chapter discusses the preprocessing of the camera data to obtain the

marker centroids. As discussed in the previous chapter on image data collec-

tion, the image is represented by a list of two-dimensional image coordinates

corresponding to the positions where the image intensity crosses a threshold.

Figure 3.1(a) represents an image of four markers obtained from the prototype

hardware system. This Figure is to represent a typical "difficult" image to

analyze. The use of spherical markers generates images similar to the top two

sets of points while the bottom two are characteristic of spherical markers with

"significant" vertical velocity. This data set is considered "difficult" due to the

close proximity of the four markers and the noisy data. Figure 3.1(b) illus-

trates the correct grouping of the points from the four markers.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.X.. (a) Example Data Set; (b) Correct Grouping of Foints.

This chapter will discuss the problem of finding suitable subclasses in the

data set such that each subclass contains points with strong internal similarities.

The problem as formulated can be recognized as belonging to the field of

9



Chapter 3 Clustering

cluster analysis. To be precise, a clustering procedure is required that yields a

data description in terms of clusters, or goups of points that posses strong

internal similarities. Points generated from the image of the same marker are

assumed to have strong internal similarities while points from other markers

are not.

The general clustering procedures available can be subdivided into two

classes, direct (constructive) or indirect (optimization), The direct approach

involves the application of heuristics to isolate pattern classes while the indirect

procedures rely on a criterion function to optimize the classification on an itera-

tive basis. The nature of the problem at hand, with up to 20 markers from 600

frames of data per session, dictates the use of the direct approach to clustering.

Though iterative techniques can generate excellent results, they tend to operate

by considering data points several times until a criterion function is minimized.

This requires considerable computation time and precludes their use for this

problem. Thus the direct approach to clustering is adopted.

This chapter discusses several approaches to solving the clustering prob-

lem, a simple single centre clustering algorithm, a multiedge cluster representa-

tion, and a raster cluster algorithm. The presented results were obtained by

implementing the clustering routines in the "C" Ianguage on a Data General

MV8000 mini-computer.

3.2. Single Centre Clustering (SCC)

The single centre clustering procedure (SCC) is based on the idea that the

centroid of the data generated from a particular marker represents the data

from that marker. Data not generated from a particulil marker should be dis-

tant from the centroid. The algorithm is stated as follows:

SCC: Given a set of N data points S1, i = 1, N from rn markers
generate C j, i = l, m such that C¡ is the centroid of the ith marker.

STEPI: Set the first centroid C, to be the first data point from the
current frame (ie S 1).

10



Chapter 3 Clustering

STEP2: For the next point Si, compare it to all current centroids C¡,
and record the minimum distance between the point and the centroid
d(S 1,C¡).

STEP3: If the minimum distance d(Si,C¡), recorded in STEP2 is
within a preset threshold include the point Si in the cluster Cj.
Update the centroid C j by including the point S1. If d(St,Cj) is not
within the preset threshold, start a new cluster with S i as its centroid.

STEP4: Repeat STEP2 until'all data points are processed.

3.2.I. Background on Complexity Discussions

The distances calculated between the

classified can be measured using any suitable

metrics are the Euclidean distance and

corresponding distance measures between two

are:

Euclidean:

centroids and the point being

distance measure. Two suitable

the Manhatten distance. The

points x=(x1,x2) and y=(yt,y2)

dr,(x,y)={ (* r-yr)2+ (*z-yz)z

Manhatten:

du $,y )= br i- y r I kz-y rl

The Euclidean distance will be used throughout the sequel. The Manhat-

ten distance should produce near similar clustering results without the added

computational cost of the square root found in the Euclidean distance calcula-

tion. To simpiify the complexity discussions only the number of distance calcu-

lations D, and not the individual multiplications or square roots will be tabu-

lated.

The centroids can be updated using the recursion relation [Duda 19]3):

1C(n+1)=;;T(nC(n)+Sn+r) (3.1)

where C(n) is the centroid obtained using rz samples and Sn+l is the sample

to be incorporated. The recursion is initiated with C(1)=S r.

1i



Chapter 3 Clu sterin g

It is also necessary to maintain a covariance matrix for each cluster to facil-

itate the elimination of clusters caused by unavoidable noise. The covariance

matrix CV can be recursively updated using [Duda 19]3):

1

CV(n+ 1)= -r . (n CV (n)+n C(n )Ct(n )*S,,*rSår)n*1

- 
1 /nfìln\re T

(n + tf 
(n C (n )+s "+t)(n 

C (n )+S "*r)

(3.2)

This recursion is initiated with CV(1) = 0, the zero matrix. This con-

cludes the discussion on the background to the complexity discussions, now the

single centre clustering will be analyzed.

3.2.2. Discussion of Complexity

Given n points generated from m markers, the number of operations for

the SCC procedure is approximately:

n (mD + C )+ (n- m)CV ( 3.3)

where D is the complexity of a single distance calculation, C the complexity of

the centroid update, and CV the complexity of the covariance matrix update.

The complexity of a single distance calculation also includes a comparison to

locate the minimum distance. Since usually n> > m (3.3) can be written as:

n(mD+C+CV) (3.+)

3.2.3. Discussion of Results

The single centre clustering performs well on data sets with well separated

clusters. The performance is dependent on a well chosen threshold to control

the clustering. If the threshold is too large, data from different markers may be

combined into a single cluster and if the threshold is too small, single markers

may be separated into two or more clusters. The procedure was unable to

"correctly" cluster the data set of Figure 3.1 independent of the chosen thres-

hold. A large threshold combined the two elongated markers and a small thres-

hold created several extraneous clusters.

Although the procedure does not perform well with markers in close prox-

imity to each other it does perform well with data sets from separated clusters.

t2



Chapter 3 Clustering

The averaging technique in the centroid calculations is very robust to "noisy"

data. Even if a data point caused by noise is included in the cluster, the cen-

troid will not be perturbed significantly since the effect of the many correct data

points dominates. This procedure should only be used when the markers are

known to be sufficiently spaced. This allows a relatively large threshold to be

used which would accommodate all corresponding data points and not inadver-

tently encapsulate others.

3.3. Multiedge Cluster Frocedure (MEC)

One of the major problems with the single centre procedure is that it is

unable to cluster elongated markers that are larger than twice the preset thres-

hold. A marker with width larger than twice the threshold will have points that

are more than the threshold distance away from its centroid. Although the

centroid is a good representation of the data from a marker, it is not a good

representation for clustering purposes.

The multiedge cluster procedure was developed to allow clustering of

elongated markers. It is based on the principle of multi-centre representation

of a cluster [Bow 1984 pp. 127-1281. In multi-centre clustering more than one

point is used to represent the cluster. The multi-centre idea was used to

develop a cluster procedure that uses the most current point on the left and

right edges of the marker as cluster representations. The algorithm follows:

MEC: Given a set of n data points S¡, i = 1, n from m markers gen-
erate C j, i = l, m such that C¡ is the centroid of the ith marker.

STEPI: Set the first centroid Cl to the first data point from the
current frame (ie. S 1). Each centroid is represented by a left edge
point tr ¡ and a right edge point R j. Set the left and right edge points
as:Ll=S1,Rl-Sl.

STEP2: For the next point S ¡ in the data set calculate the distances
between the left point and the right point (ie. d(l- j,S k ) and
¿(R:,Sr)) for all active centroids. Record the minimum distance
cluster and its corresponding side.

13
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STEP3: If the recorded distance from STEP2 is within a preset thres-
hold, update the statistics associated with that particular cluster and its
corresponding edge ã-¡ or R¡, ie. Lr=S¡ or R.j=Sr depending on
the side recorded in STEP2. If the minimum distance is not within
the preset threshold, initialize a newcluster Cn with Lp = Rp = Sr.

STEP4: Repeat STEP2 until all data points are processed.

3.3.1. Discussíon of Complexity

This algorithm is very similar to the single centre representation in com-

plexity. Instead of comparing each point to the centroid, each point is com-

pared to the right and left edge points. The complexity for n points from m
classes with n> > m is approximately:

n(2mD+C+CV) (3.s)

3.3.2. Discussion of Results

The multiedge cluster procedure can effectively classify elongated markers

since the procedure "tracks" the edges. The preset threshold can usually be set

small since the data points on the edges of the markers tend to be quite con-

tinuous.

One characteristic of the data in Figure 3.1 that is quite general to the data

generated from the markers is that there tends to be "gaps" at their "tops". This

is due to the 'way the data is generated by the horizontal scanning of the cam-

era. Thus a threshold that is too small will cause the right and left edges of
markers to be tracked in separate clusters. This results in the markers being

separated into two clusters, one consisting of points from the left edge, and one

from points from the right edge. Figure 3.2 is an example of using the MEC

procedure with too small of a threshold. The rectangular boxes in Figure

3.2(b) enclose points considered to belong to the same marker. Similarly if the

threshold is too large the separate tracking of the left and right edges becomes

confused and only one edge representation in the cluster gets updated. This

causes the other edge representation to lag behind and the potential for left

edges to be tracked by right representations and right edges to be tracked by

left representations.
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Figure 3.2. (a) Original Ðata Foints; (b) Multiedge Clustering with small

Threshold

In contrast to the single centre procedure the multiedge representation was

able to correctly cluster the sample data set as shown in Figure 3.3. The win-

dow of acceptable thresholds was found to be four pixels.

Since the procedure relies on correctly "tracking" the left and right edges of

the markers, it is prone to classification errors caused by noise perturbed data

points. Unlike the earlier procedure that was robust and performed well when

the markers where known to be well separated, the multiedge procedure still

requires a relatively small threshold to perform the separate tracking of the left

and right edges.

F'igure 3.3. Multiedge Ctusteríng with ,{ppropriate Threshold

F--\t
l_si

n
m

il
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3.4" R.asúen Cåuster Procedure

One observation concerning the two previous clustering procedures is that

their success depends largely on an appropriate choice of a threshold. It would

be advantageous to have an algorithm that was less sensitive to the preset

threshold. One such algorithm, as presented by Capson [Capson 1984], is a

procedure for the sequential extraction of boundaries from a raster scan. As

will be shown, this procedure utilizes the structure in the raster scanned data to

determine the boundaries of complex objects. The image may contain any

number of objects, with any number of holes, and the objects may be

intertwined.

3.4.X. Review of Image Formation

The application of the raster cluster procedure assumes that continuous

images have been digitized in a raster scan and that the grey-level samples have

been appropriately thresholded to produce silhouettes against a contrasting

background. Also the binary image must be run-length encoded to yield the x

coordinates of transition points between silhouette and background in each scan

line of the frame. These requirements are met with the adopted image forma-

tion process. To summarize the image formation, the original binary image is

represented line by line by pairs of transition points as illustrated in Figure 3.4.

A pair of successive transition points on the same line define a segment and the

(x,y) coordinates of its end points are referred to as edge poínts. The left edge is

the point with the lesser x coordinate while the right edge has the greater value.

The y coordinate for the entire segment is taken as the scan line number. For

example in Figure 3.4(b) valid segments aÍe designated as fxuxzl, fx3,x4),

lxs,xøf, lxt,xs], etc. The corresponding edge points for segment fxyx2), are

(xvy¡) and (xz,y¡).For segment lx3,x4), the edge points are (xz,y¡*ù and

(x ¿,Y¡*t) .
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Figure 3.4. Image Approximation by Segments: (a) raster scan of binary

image; (b) segments from (a).

3.4.2. Description of Algorithm

The algorithm to be presented extracts the boundaries of object regions and

hole regí.ons. An object region is defined as a set of connected segme¿fs which are

opposite "color" from the background. A hole region is defined as a set of con-

nected segments which are the same color as the background but entirely sur-

rounded by an object regíon. The input to the algorithm is the set of segments

which have been detected for a single new line in the frame after having pro-

cessed the segments from the previous line. The basis of the algorithm is to

decide upon the connection made between the edge points on the previous line

with those of the current line. This is done by sequentially considering the seg-

ments from the previous line from left to right and those from the current line

in the same order. Figure 3.5 illustrates the relevant segments from the previ-

ous line (yr-r) and the current line (y¿). In deciding on the edge connections

the previous line is represented by the segment with left edge point a and right

edge point b and by the left edge point c of the following segment. Similarly

ll"
In
il:
il;
ï,.,

xr- x2
xr 

-x.x6-xrXr-Xs Xo- X rô

Xtt-Xt Xo-Xr.
X6-Xts X¡7-X¡s
x,r- x a
X¡t- Xa
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the current line (y¿ ) is represented by the segment with points d and ¿ and the

following segment with left edge point /. All connections between the edge

points a,b,c,d,e, and f can be decided before the segments are advanced on the

previous or current line. Thus segments prior to Ía,bf or ld,el do not effect the

decisions for the edge connections. The last segrnent on eithe¡ line,

represented by c or/is set to a value larger than any allowable x coordinate.

b c-... (yr- r)
0t)d

Figure 3.5. Segments from Current and Frevious Line.

The edge connections for

tude comparisons summarized

a,b,c,d,e, and f are decided on by simple magni-

in Table 3.1.

Condition lnterpretation
e< a Segment [d,e] is the beginning of a new object

in the frame. Connect e to d.

d> b Segment [a,b] is the termination of an exist-
ing object in the frame. Connect a to b.

neither of above Segment [d,e] overlaps with segment [a,b].
Connect a to d.

f< b Segment [a,b] has split and [e,fl could be the
beginning of a hole. Connect e to f.

e> c Segment [d,e] is merging with segment [a,b]
and the following segment and [b,c] could be
the termination of a hole. Connect c to b.

neíther of above Connect e to b.

Table 3.1: Connections for given Conditions

A description of the boundary extraction algorithm based on the connec-

tions specified in Table 3.1 can be found in [Capson 1984]. The boundary

extraction tool can be used to cluster the data by generating the necessary clus-

ter statistics when each object terminates. The termination of an object is

t8
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indicated by the condition d> b. Since the algorithm retains the boundary

point information the representative statistics, such as centroid, number of
points, and covariance matrix can be calculated.

3.4.3. Ðiscussion of Complexity

The raster cluster procedure is very different from that of the earlier clus-

tering procedures studied. It relies on the data being generated in a raster scan

fashion and uses simple magnitude comparisons to decide on the connection

between segments on the current line with segments on the previous line. The

procedure uses a single line of the image and executes sequentially from left to
right in one pass. The amount of computation depends only on the number of

transitions on a given line, and does not depend on the complexity of the

objects being scanned. By calculating the maximum time required to process

one transition the procedure can be applied to "real time" boundary detection by

restricting the number of transitions allowed per line to that which can be

accommodated in the horizontal retrace of the raster scan. Although the com-

plexity of the raster clustering routine cannot be compared with the same cri-

tique as the earlier procedures, it can still be established that the analogous

complexity for a frame of n points generated from rz markers is:

n(C +CV ) (3.6)

Although the statement in (3.6) should not be compared directly with

those generated earlier, it should be noted that the overall computational load

does not depend on the number of markers and that there are no distance cal-

culations. The trade off is that the data structures are more involved and the

data must be presented in a raster scan fashion.

3.4.4. Discussion of Results

The raster clusterering procedure is attractive since it does not rely on a

preset threshold to effectively cluster the data set. The drawback to the algo-

rithm is that the data must be in a rigid form. Each transition on a particular

line must be matched with its corresponding transition to form a segment.

Clearly if only one of the transitions is recorded the algorithm will confuse

background with foreground. The potential for foreground-background
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confusion arises particularly at the initial scanning of a marker. Since the

quantization and thresholding may indeed result in one pixel of the object being

recorded on a given line, each line must be processed to detect single pixel

transitions and artificially insert a adjacent transition. Noise may also generate

spurious single transitions that must be accommodated. The single transition

problem has been controlled by scanning the current line of the image and

inserting a transition whenever the next transition on the line is outside a

preset threshold. Figure 3.6 illustrates the effect of preprocessing the example

data set with two given thresholds. In Figure 3.6(a) the threshold is too small

since transition points have been introduced where not required. Figure 3.6(b)

shows a correct representation of the data set as segments. Once the object has

been correctly segmented the edge extraction algorithm will correctly provide

the centroids of the markers.

Another potential problem with the raster algorithm is the way objects are

terminated. Consider a marker that while being scanned, actually has a gap in

its center. This corresponds to one missing segment in the interior of an

object. Since the current segments are only compared with the segments on

the previous scan line objects must be continuous in both the x and y direc-

tions. To overcome the premature termination of objects with only a single

scan line missing the raster algorithm can be easily modified. The change

requires keeping a count of the number of times an object terminates. By only

terminating the object after a preset number of missing scan lines the prema-

ture termination problem may be eliminated. Only one or two missing scan

lines should be allowed to reduce the chance of two distinct markers being con-

sidered one cluster if they are separated by a few scan lines.
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F.igure 3.6. segmented Example Ðata set; (a) Too small of a Threshold' (b)

Correct Threshold.

3"5" Summary

Three procedures have been given that can be used to generate the cen-

troids of the markers from an image sequence. They were evaluated on the

basis of performance on a typical difficult data set and in terms of computa-

tional costs. The multi-centre clustering technique is acceptable for most real

dynamic scenes. The results presented in the sequel were obtained using this

procedure. The raster cluster procedure has the greatest potential for real time

clustering and should be used if fast turnaround is the utmost concern. The

MEC procedure is more convenient for debugging purposes'
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Chapten 4

Camera Calibration

4.1-" Introduction

This chapter presents the theory behind the camera calibration process and

the inverse perspective technique. Examples are given to illustrate the applica-

tion of the theory to real world problems. The examples were generated from

actual data generated by the prototype dynamic scene analysis system. The

numerical results were generated from programs written in the "C" language on

a Data General MV8000 mini-computer. The homogeneous coordinate system

will be presented followed by the theory of camera calibration and inverse per-

spective. The material in this chapter can be attributed to [Ballard 1982] and

[Wu 1984]. The derivation of their results is included to indicate the inter-

mediate steps taken and to correct the typographical errors in Wu's results.

4"2. b\omogeneous Coordinate Systern

The choice of geometric setup and point representations plays a large part

in the ability to manipulate and process the data. The use of the three-

dimensional Cartesian coordinate system presents a problem since the general

transformation of a point X to its new location X i is:

X1=R(X-T) (4.1)

where X is a column vector of the original coordinates, R is a rigid rotation

matrix and T is a column vector representing the translation. By adopting the

homogeneous coordinate system, important transformations such as rotation,

translation, and perspective are linear. The linear properties of the homogene-

ous coordinate system are a byproduct of the redundant representation. Exam-

ples of Cartesian coordinates and their corresponding homogeneous coordinates

are shown below:
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Chapter 4 Camera Calibration

The redundancy maps a point in the three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate

system into a line in the four-dimensional homogeneous coordinate system. By

manipulating scene representations in the homogeneous coordinate system all

transformations become linear and can be performed with a simple matrix vec-

tor multiplication.

or

lV sa I [H ]= [V z¿ ] (4.3)

NOTE: For the homogeneous coordinate system to be applicable, equation

(4.2) must hold and be general. Clearly this represents a linear mapping from

R a to R 3. It is hoped that since the dimensionality of the system has been

artificially augmented, equation (4.2) will be sufficient to represent the image

4.3. Camera Calibration

The first step in the utilization of the homogeneous coordinate system for

the three-dimensional motion-stereo problem is to relate the image plane views

from the two cameras to the three-dimensional world coordinates. This can be

done by first finding the correspondence between the homogeneous representa-

tion of the three-dimensional scene to the two-dimensional representation from

each camera. First consider the one camera problem: a general mapping from

the three-dimensional homogeneous system to a two-dimensional homogene-

ous system can be represented as:

rì[ln Hn Hnll'^'-lfIn Hzz Hzsl
Íx y z tlÈr, Hn Hrrtlr r rl (4.2)

ll
Vot H¿z Hß)

Homogeneou s Coordinate

(wx,wy,wz,w)

(x ,y ,z,w)

Coordinate

,! rz)
Iy zl

-, - |w w)

slan

(x

r.l- 'Llt

Carte
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acquisition system faithfully. If this in not the case the image coordinates can

be manipulated nonlinearly prior to applying equation (4.2). This is commonly

referred to as camera distortion compensation.

The 4x3 matrix F{ in equation (4.2) represents the camera model and maps

three-dimensional points to two-dimensional image points. The camera model

can be obtained by writing the relationship between an image plane coordinate

(U,V ) and its corresponding world coordinate (X,Y,Z). V/riting the points in

the homogeneous coordinate system gives:

(U ,V ) ->(u,v ,t)

(X ,Y ,Z ) +(x ,y,z,l)

(4.4)

(4.s)

where

u=L, v=' (4.6)tt
Now equation (4.2) can be broken into three equations by using the three

column vectors of [I , FI 1, H 2, ând H 3:

u=(x,!,2,1)H 1

v = (x ,y ,z ,I)YI 2

t=(x,y,2,1)[I3

(4.7)

Expanding the inner products and substituting for r in u - Ut = 0 and

v-Vt=0g¡ves:

H nx+H 2ry+H 3p*H a¡UH px-UH zù-UH yz-UH a3=Q (4.8)

H tú+H 2¡t+H 3zz+H 42-VH px-VH zst-VH yz-VH a3=Q (4.9)

Due to the redundance in the homogeneous coordinate system the overall scal-

ing of t{ is irrelevant and allows Hq to be arbitrarily set to 1. Now for the

mapping of each point using equation (4.2), two equations similar to (4.8) and

(4.9) can be written. The equations from n points can be combined in the

matrix form shown below:
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-v ryr
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fzt
fst
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lzz
lzz
4qz

an
4zz

ltt

UT

v1

u2
v2

0 0 0 0 xn yn zn | -V"xn -V'yn -Vnzn

or

tPltcl=[Q] (4.1 1)

Equation (4.10) represents a system of 11 unknowns in 2n equations.

Each association of a (X,Y,Z) point with its two-dimensional counterpart

(U,V ) generates two equations. Using a collection of imaged objects of known

location allows the camera model to be calculated. If the system is overdeter-

mined, where more

squared-error solution

defined2, a least-

UN

v"

(4.10)

(4.r2)

1than 5; point correspondences aÍe

given by equation (4.12) can be used.

f ì-r
lcl= [plttpl,J tP]rtel

As an example of the use of (4.I2)

the rectangular box of Figure 4.1. The

obtained from the imaging system and

nates are given in Table 4.1.

in finding the camera model consider

measured two-dimension al coordinates

the known three-dimensional coordi-

2 Since each point correspondence generates two equations and there are 11 unk-
nowns to be solved for, 11 equations suffice for the solution. A half point correspon-
dence implies a known three-dimensional coordinate but only a single U or V image
point.
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Chapter 4 Camera Calibration

Point
2-D coordinate 3-D coordinate

u v X V z

1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8

66.00 158.75
366.00 167.75
467.00 137.75
139.00 116.75
75.00 3t1.75

381.00 294.75
483.00 267.75
151.00 281.75

00100
94 0 100

94 0 r43
00143
0 4:0 100

94 40 100
94 40 143
0 40 r43

Table 4.1: Measured 2-D coordinates and known 3-D world coordinates.

Gl -r--

Figure 4.tr. Camera Image of Calibration "rig".

Using (4.1,2) the camera

lFtr l=

model is found to be:

L.ornnr, 0.i47s64
I o.ntgtt 2.67333s
I t.otozr¡ - r.08s983
I

þso.szorrz 232.366943

0.001611

- 0.000s04

-0.002320
1.000000

26
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Chapter 4 Camera Calibration

One interesting feature of the camera model generated by the above pro-

cess is that the actual cameÍa configuration, and lens system used, is not strictly

needed. Instead a known calibration "rig" can be placed in the camera viewport

and the camera model derived from the known points on the "rig". Once the

calibration is complete, and the camera model known, the "rig" can be removed

and as long as the imaging system remains unchanged, the determined camera

model remains in effect and can be used to derive the three-dimensional coor-

dinates. A procedure for obtaining the three-dimensional coordinates of

imaged points given the camera models is presented next.

4.4. Inverse Perspective

The preceding section outlined a procedure for determining the imaging

transformation. Given suffrcient points the camera models H 1 and H 2 can be

calculated for each camera system. Thus given the X, Y, and Z coordinates of

a point V3d, its projection onto the imaging plane for each system Y2¿ can be

found using equation (4.2). To be useful for scene analysis the V3¿ coordi-

nates must be found using the U and V coordinates from the image planes.

This is referred to as the inverse perspective problem.

The mapping from 2-D to 3-D can be derived starting with equation (4.2)

with r= 1:

[V¡¿][fI ]=[Vz¿] (4.14)

where

[VE¿]=lx y z ll

lVz¿l=lu v 1l

Expanding (4.14) gives:

H nx+H zty*H 3¡*H 41=u

H px+H 2¡+H 322*H 42=v

H nx+H ;¡/+H yz*H 43=1
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Now subtract from the first equation ø times the third equation to give:

H nx-H sxu+H 2p-H y!u+H zú-H yzu* H 41-H 4u=0 (4.16)

or

(H n-H ßu)x+(H zrH 2¡.u)y+(H 1,_-H i¿u)z=H gu-H q (4.17)

Similarly, subtract v times the third equation from the second equation to give:

H nx:H ¡xv+H 22):H rsyv+H aiz-H 33zv+H a¡-H a1v=0 (4.18)

or

(H n-H 13v)r +(H zz-H ztv)y+(H 32-H 33v)z=H a3v-H a2 (4.19)

Now let:

ALr=Htt-Hnu

A n=H zr H zzu

A rE=H sFH stu

AzL=H tz-H tzv

A zz=H zz- H zzv (4.20)

Azt=H 32-H Yv

B t=H +zu-H qt

B Z=H æv-H ¿Z

Using the relations in (4.20) allows equations (4.17) and (4.19) to be written

as:

Anx+Ar¡+Ar3z=Br (4.21)

Azú+42¡+4232=B 2

A point from the second camera or view will generate equations similar to

those above such as:

A1¿+43¡+4332=83 (4.22)

A +ú+A a¡t+A 432=B 4
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where:

Camera Calibration

A sf H ?r- H ?suz

A sz=H ît- H îtu'
A zz= H ?t- H ?t"
A ¿t=H ?z- H h'2

A ¿'= H 1'- H h¡'
A qz=H ?z-H ?su2

B s=H 3*'- n ?,'

B q=H o?*2- H 3,

where the superscript2 indicates a second independent imaging system.

Now equations (4.21) and (4.22) can be written in matrix from as:

tA ltxl= [B ] (4.23)

where:

An An
Azz Azt

An Azs

A¿z A ¿z

xyzl

and

lBlr=[BtBz

Solving for X using the

(4.24)

As an example of how the above de¡ivation can be used to calculate the

three-dimensional coordinates from two views, consider Figure 4.2. Figure

4.2(a) represents a scene of the calibration 'Tig" taken from a left vantage point,

while Figure 4.2(b) is a view from the right side. The camera models were

h,,
Á,,

ro l= h'
þ0,

lX lr= [

least-squ ared-error

rxl= [o I'rA r I

BzBql

solution gives:

1

tAl?tBl
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calculated using

Using these

coordinates of the

0.347564
2.673339

- 1.085983

232.366943

-0.78546r
2,489746

- 0.516159

19r.271099

0.001611

- 0.000504

-0.002320
1.000000

- 0.001604

- 0,000571

- 0.001682

1.000000

(4.2s)

(4.26)

three-dimen sion al

in Table 4.2.

Camera Calibration

the previous section giving:the procedure from
(

| 3.0see21

I 0.12393r
lH l= I t.otozr

I

t- s0.820312

(

11.632080
^ I 0.118408

fH'l= l-z.¿trsgoo
I

p91 .03s 1s6

camera models and equation (4.24) the

eight points were calculated and tabulated

Table 4.2: Tabulated Three-dimensional Coordinates.

4.5. Summary

A procedure was given that enabled the derivation of the camera models

by imaging a known calibration rig. The point correspondences between the

known world coordinates of the rig and the measured image coordinates were

used to find a least-squared-error solution for the camera modeis. Using the

two camera models it was shown that the three-dimensional world coordinates

of imaged points could be found. The procedure involves finding the image

plane coordinates of corresponding points. The problem of finding correspond-

ing points from two image planes is presented next.

30

Point
Camera 1 Camera 2 3-D coordinate

u u zYX

1

2
J
4
5

6

7

8

66.00 158.75
366.00 167.7s
467.00 737.75
139.00 116.7 s
75.00 37r.7 5

381.00 294.7 s
483.00 267.75
15 1.00 28r.7 5

n3.0a 166.7 5
434.00 94.7 s
314.00 72.7 5
47.00 156.75

183.00 295.75
458.00 254.7 5

332.00 24r.7 5

56.00 293.7 5

0.23 -0.54 99.86
93.60 -0.72 99.93
94.55 0.79 143.00
-0.38 0.47 t43.t4
0.23 40.47 100.1 1

93.88 40.70 99.94
94.02 39.22 143.06
-0.18 39.58 142.88
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f¡ì 

-

b

Figure 4.2. (a) Left image of test rig, (b) Right image of test rig.
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Conres ponden ce F nohlex¡l

5"tr " Introduction

The problem of determining the three-dimensional world coordinates of a

point can be solved using the basis of the human visual system. In the human

visual system two views of a scene are taken by the right and left eyes. The

two views are fused and the disparity, or difference in position of corresponding

points, is calculated. This procedure can be applied to the computer vision

problem to provide three-dimensional sensing. The technique involves the fol-

lowing steps:

1. Take two distinct images of the scene to be analyzed.

2. Identify points in the two images and find the correspondence
between the points in one image and the points in the second image.

3. Use the knowledge about the imaging geometry, (ie. the camera
models) to solve the inverse perspective problem which results in the
three-dimensional world coordinates of all points found in step 2.

This chapter deals with Step 2 in the stereo vision problem and is generally

referred to as the correspondence problem. The success in solving the

correspondence problem relies on finding points or features in one view that

are likely to be found in the other view. The correspondence problem can be

attempted with lines, vertices, or areas of large variances in intensity. To

encompass these features into one problem, the features will be referred to as

"tokens", and the problem will be to find corresponding tokens in the two

views.

There are two types of ambiguities associated with the matching of tokens

from one view with tokens from a second view: nature-induced and process-

induced. The nature-induced ambiguities between the views are due to effects
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such as object occlusion or shadows caused by the lighting environment. These

types of ambiguities are inherent and care must be taken to control the lighting

and the positioning of the imaging devices to minimize thei¡ effects. The

process-induced ambiguities are related to the image formation process, such as

limited image resolution, incomplete image recording, and error induced from

the token extraction algorithms. Since ambiguities in the coTrespondence prob-

lem are inherent, the algorithms must generate "consistent" and 'Teasonable"

results when unique solutions do not exist. It is hoped that even though a

unique solution does not exist, an interpretation that is "useful" will result.

One must realize that even the human visual system can be "fooled" into

accepting an interpretation that is not consistent.

Regions or areas in the image with high variance in the grey-level intensity

are commonly used as tokens in the stereo vision problem. Clearly if a suc-

cessful match is to be made there must be a high probability of finding the

corresponding point in the second image. It is hoped that the areas of high

grey-level variance convey most of the information in the image and should be

present in both images. Examples of areas of high grey-level variance are

edges and points with grey-level significantly different from their immediate

neighbors. Areas with high grey-level variance in all directions are most suit-

able for tokens since they can be located precisely in the second view. Edges

which have a high variance in only one direction do not constrain the token to

a point but constrain it to a line. The use of grey-level values for finding

tokens allows the use of correlation or template matching to solve the

correspondence problem.

Token matching using correlation involves locating areas in one scene with

high grey-level variance. This grey-level area is then used as a template to scan

the second image. The point in the second image with the highest correlation

is assigned as the corresponding token.

Although the grey-level correlation has been found to be an acceptable

technique in many computer vision applications, it has several problems. The

correlation procedure is computationally expensive and requires considerable

processing time for each token to be matched. The processing time can be

reduced by using techniques of variable resolution. Variable resolution

attempts to find a rough approximation for candidate matches by correlating
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with a low resolution, or averaged, template and target image. Thus a tradeoff

between processing time and precise location of the token can be made.

The correlation method also suffers from grey-level differences between

the two views. Since the two views are taken from different viewpoints the

scene may look significantly different due to lighting conditions and effects of

shadows and occlusion. As the baseline between the two images decreases, the

two images become less obscured and the correlaIion procedure performs

better. This comes at the expense of less accuracy since the larger the baseline

the more accurate the stereo results.

To overcome the problems of the correlation technique, which may tend to

mismatch points of interest, or fail to find corresponding points, the correspon-

dence problem may be simplified by the choice of tokens. By choosing world

features, such as vertices, edges, or surface regions there can be less ambiguity

in the correspondence between tokens in one image with tokens in the second

image. The correspondence problem becomes one of identifying world features

in one image and consistently matching them in the second image. By using

world features the matching problem can be aided by deriving some structure

or model of the scene. Since the two images represent different viewpoints of

the same underlying model the correspondence problem can be performed at a

higher level and the information provided by "easy" matches can aid in the

matching of 'hard" tokens.

The main drawback of the world feature technique is that fairly sophisti-

cated techniques may be required to extract the tokens. Since algorithms that

detect edges and algorithms that detect regions may be based on widely varying

principles; their application may require the data to be manipulated several

times to extract the tokens. If the data can be manipulated only once, and all

necessary tokens extracted, the processing time can be minimized. Also the

world feature technique requires scene analysis, or perception, before the token

matching step is performed. If the three-dimensional aspects of the scene are

required for perception, applying scene analysis first may not be reasonable.
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5"2" Token Constraint Lines

Irrespective of what tokens are used and how the correspondence problem

is solved, it is advantageous to apply known geometricai constraints on the

allowable area where a matching token may be located. The theory of stereo

vision or triangulation relies on the presumption that two distint views of a

world point define two lines that intersect at the point in the real world. Since

a straight line in one view transforms into a straight line in the second view,

the location of a token in on" uiew òonsituini itt" iocatior ;i ih; tu-. token to

lie on a straight line in the second view. The theory that generates the con-

straint line for a token given the camera models is now presented. A reference

for the derivation of the constraint lines can be found in [Ballard 1982].

Consider an imaging system with homogeneous coordinates and camera

model H:

lxyz lltHl=luvtl (5.1)

Given a world point X = (x,!,2,i) and an image point P = (u,v,t) the actual

measured image points are:

(s.2\

u=Ut, v=VT

From equation (5.1):

XFI =P

u=Ur=XH r

v=vt=x[I z 63)
t=XH ¡

where H 1,H z, and FI 3 are the three column vectors of FI . Substituting the

expression for r into the first two equations gives:

U XH 3= XH r (5'a)

Y XH z=Xkl z

OI

IJ=L, V=!tt
or
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X (U H 3-Ë{ 1)=0

x (vÉ{ r-Í{ z)=0

The above two equations represent equations of a plane, where the inter-

secrion of the two planes defines the world line that the imaged point lies on.

By writing the general equations for two planes and expanding equation (5.4),

the parameters of the planes can be obtained.

The generat eluatiott iot t*o prun", ut",

a fi*bù+ cf * d,1=Q

a2x*bù+ c2z* d'2=Q

Expanding equation (5.4) yields:

( s.s)

lx y z ll (5.6)

and

lx y z ll (s.7)

Then clearly:

at=UH t3-H tt, az=VH n-H n

bFUH 23-H zr, bz=VH zz-H zz

c t=UH 33- H 3r, cz=VH zs- H zz

dFUH 43- H 41, dz=VH qs- H ¿z

(s.8)

To enable the determination of the corresponding line from a point in the

other image, form a parametric equation for the points by eliminating x and

then y from equations (5.5) and (5.6). First eliminate y by subtracting !
D2

fu, ,, t,' l
lrr,, H,,l
lur r, ¡¡r, Fo

lr, * H o,)

fur,, u ,,)
Vn* nrrl
lrn ,, n ,rlo
V'* H or)
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times the second

Rearranging gives:

Similarly eliminate

second:

Corresponden ce Problem

equation from the first:

br br
a tx - bror, * c f - 6rczz+ 

ar-
b,' dn-o
D2

OI

(s.e)

(s.10)

(s.1 1)

(s.12)

]'.

a 1b2-b p2 c1b2-b {2 dlb 2- b ú2

x=
a 1b2-b p2

F'b2b2i.b2

þ rrr- c P2þ+ b ø2- d þ2

A1f=A1

þrr r- orrr)r* a2d¡ a 1d2

x by substitutin g o' 
times the first equation from the

A1

Ao Ao Qo
br-' b1J*c7z- o crz*d1-' dr-0- al 'J " al ' ' al

or

a 1b2* a2b 
1

a1C2-42C1 a 2d; a yd2
(s.13)

to obtain:

v- a1b2-a2b1
(s.14)

Using equations (5.11) and (5.14) and a measured image point (Uo,Vo),

and two arbitrarily chosen values of Z ,Z g, ând Z 1 the corresponding three

dimensional points Xs=(xo,yo,zo,1) and X1=(x1,1l çzyl) can be calculated.

Now using the second camera model the two points Xg and Xl can be pro-

jected onto the second camera's image plane. The straight line joining these

two points in the second camera image plane constrains the position of the

corresponding token.

I,.d1
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5. 3. Cornespondence Frohlen¡r

Utilizing the above theory for generating

correspondence problem can be solved as follows:

Correspon den ce Problem

the constraint lines, the

l. Locate the tokens in the two camera images.

2. Using one camera image, generate the constraining lines in the
second camera image where the corresponding token must lie.

3. Calculate the distance between each token in the second image to
each constraining line from the first image.

Generate the mapping of the tokens from the first image to those
the second image based on the distances calculated in step 3.

The mapping in Step 4 must map tokens in one image to at most one

token in the second image. Due to occlusion there may not be a corresponding

token in the second image in which case the depth of the feature corresponding

to that token cannot be determined. Figure 5.1 depicts t\ilo images from two

viewpoints of the calibration rig with the constraining lines shown. The images

were obtained using the prototype hardware and the marker centroids were

generated using the multiedge clustering procedure from chapter 3.

5"4" Sonution to the Correspondence Froblem

There are two stereo imaging techniques. The first is based on the human

visual system and consists of two imaging devices physically separated by a rela-

tively small baseline. A characteristic of this stereo system is that the two

images look very similar and the disparity between points is quite small. The

other technique is based on the principle of triangulation. Since the accuracy of

the three-dimensional vision system depends on the separation of the two

imaging devices, the triangulation technique usually consists of two imaging

devices positioned to obtain views of a scene with an angle of separation of

ninety degrees. The triangulation technique generates images that look very

dissimilar with a correspondence problem that is considerably more difficult.

4.
in
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Figure 5.tr. Left and R.ight images of a scene with token constraint lines

drawn.
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One solution to the correspondence problem as submitted by Barnard and

Thompson [Barnard 1980] will now be summarized. Their proposed solution is

characteristic of many proposed techniques but is better suited to the stereo

formulation as opposed to the triangulation setup. First an interest operator is

applied independently to the two images to extract points suitable for matching

between the two views. It is hoped to match each point from the first view

with one and only one point from the second view such that they are in fact

image plane projections of the same real world point. However, under real

conditions it is expected that only some of the points in the two images can be

matched due to occlusion, shadows, and irregularities in the interest operator.

Initially each point in image 1 is matched with every point in image 2 that is

within some maximum distance of the (¡,y) location of the point in image 1.

This maximum distance r represents the maximum detectable disparity and is a

byproduct of the geometrical setup of the imaging devices.

A unique solution to the coffespondence problem is obtained by associat-

ing a probability with each candidate match and interactively updating the pro-

babilities such that the probabilities of the correct matches converge to one.

The initial probabilities for each candidate match are based on the similarities

between the grey-level values in a small neighborhood around the point in

image 1 and the candidate point from image 2. Once the initial probabilities are

assigned, a rule successively updates the probabilities to enforce the confidence

of point matches with neighbors that have similar disparity. After several itera-

tions the "correct" candidate's probability tends to increase towards 1. By pro-

viding a no-match choice for each token any points that do not have a matching

point in the second image will be labeled as missing since the probability for the

no-match choice tends to dominate.

Barnard and Thompson have demonstrated considerable success in calcu-

lating the disparity of real images. Their method is based on an iterative

improvement of the estimated probabilities of candidate disparities for points

from two images using a relaxation labeling process. The relaxation tends

toward the "correct" matches due to the continuity of real world surfaces where

it is hoped that several matching pairs of points in a local neighborhood will

have similar disparities.
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Although the above procedure is well suited to the stereo vision problem it

is less useful in the triangulation formulation. V/hen the triangulation method

of three-dimensional imaging is used the disparity cannot usually be restricted

to a small neighborhood. Thus the initial candidate match points cannot be res-

tricted and the relaxation process may not tend to "correct" matches if there are

many possible matches. The reliance on the continuity assumption also implies

several tokens must be identified on each object. If there are insufficient

tokens identified on each object the reinforcement may not be sufficient to

identify "correct" matches.

For the problem of three-dimensional imaging using triangulation with

only a small number of identifiable tokens strategically located on the object a

matching process can be based on the constraining line theory developed ear-

lier. Each image of a point from one vantage point constrains the point to a

line in the image taken from a different vantage point. By calculating the dis-

tance from each point to the constraining lines defined from the location of

points in the first image many candidate points can be eliminated. Once the

candidate points have been narrowed to only a few points a simple matching

process can be engaged. If a one-to-one mapping cannot be found and ambi-

guities still exist, the three-dimensional world coordinates specified by the two

possible candidate matches can be calculated and knowledge about the scene

may be used to imply a favored match.

The above discussion is intended to give the necessary background for

solving the correspondence problem. Since the prototype imaging system con-

sists of a single camera interface suitable images to test the techniques are not

available. The images from Figure 5.1 were obtained byimaging the calibration

rig from one vantage point, and then physically moving the camera to record a

second image from a second viewpoint. It is expected that the Figure presents

a typical correspondence problem and that a simple minimum distance match-

ing process would give acceptable results.
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Chapten 6

Tracking

6.n " Intnoduction

The problem of identifying the same physical object in more than one

.image is referred to as the correspondence problem. The problem was dis-

cussed in the previous chapter and was shown to be necessary in the stereo

vision problem. Since the correspondence problem could also be formulated

using a sequence of images instead of two images formed from two distinct

viewpoints, the correspondence problem dealing with image sequences will be

referred to as the tracking problem. The correspondence problem thus deals

with two views taken at the same instant of time while the tracking problem

implies two or more images taken from a single viewpoint but with temporal

differences. This chapter will attempt to solve the tracking problem defined as:

Trackíng Problem: Given a sequence of images taken from a single
viewpoint, identify tokens in successive frames that correspond to
identifiable tokens in earlier frames.

The tracking problem was first identified in the research on structure from

motion. Closely related to the work on structure from motion is the field of

dynamic scene analysis. In essence these research areas are concerned with

extracting the structure of objects from a sequence of images. Typically there is

a single object being observed that is undergoing motion or there is a sequence

of images of a stationary scene taken by a moving camera. One topic of

research is concerned with the recovery of structure and motion using a

minimal number of points from a minimal number of frames. A product of

the above research was Ullman's rigidity assumption [Ullman 1979]:
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Rigídiry Assumption.'Any set of elements undergoing a2-D transforma-
tion which has a unique interpretation as a rigid body moving in space
should be so interpreted.

Research on the human perception system also implies that humans per-

form tracking on the two-dimensional images as opposed to forming a three-

dimensional interpretation and tracking objects in 3-D.

One result of [Jllmanrs work was that given three views of four non-

coplanar points the structure and motion of the object can be determined. The

solution involves nonlinear equations that can be solved iteratively. Several

other authors have presented different approaches to the problem [Roach 1980,

Tsai 19841. One outcome was the solution to the case of a rigid planar patch

undergoing general three-dimensional motion. The above research can be

classified as "early" in that the techniques work only on simulated data and per-

form poorly on real data. Also the rigidity assumption precludes the tracking of

independently moving tokens. It may be unclear as to how the above discus-

sion relates to the tracking problem. The relation is a byproduct of the solution

which entails finding a transformation that consistently maps each token to a

token in the second image of the sequence. A minimum number of views,

and/or points, are required to discern all ambiguities in the transformation.

Another approach to the tracking problem was independently presented by

both Barnard and Thompson [Barnard 1980], and Prager and Arbit [Prager

19831. They use a relaxation based method that assigns a weight to all tokens

in frame 2 that are within a spatial neighborhood of a token in frame 1. The

assigned weight indicates the match strength and usually involves the 2-D dis-

tance between tokens from frame 1 to frame 2. It is assumed only one of the

weighted correspondences between tokens is correct and that the correct

matches can be found through relaxation. The relaxation process finds a con-

sistent match based on disparities. This implies that uniform motion and rigid

objects are assumed.

Clearly these techniques are not applicable to the problem of independently

moving tokens since the underlying assumptions are violated. The reliance on

the rigidity assumption, and restricting the analysis to a limited number of
sequential frames, is partially due to the data storage requirements of dynamic

scenes. The analysis of dynamic scenes requires either large data storage
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facilities to record the images or a special hardware device to extract the tokens

from the dynamic scene in real time.

6.2. The Tracking Froblem in the Blochs World

The above solutions involving the rigidity assumption or limited number

of views will be abandoned in favor of techniques able to solve the tracking

problem on dynamic scenes. As an introduction several solutions to the track-

ing problem from various authors are discussed. The first was proposed by

Roach and Aggarwal lRoach 1979] who have attacked the dynamic scene

analysis problem by first restricting the scene domain to convex blocks and

allowing multiple interpretations using a multilevel process. The matching pro-

cess begins with the scene analysis of each frame to determine the position and

size of each object. This analysis is carried out using a hierarchical procedure

where more and more scene details are extracted until a sufficiently strong

interpretation is realized. Next the objects are matched from frame to frame.

If a decision cannot be made as to the position of an object in succeeding

frames, multiple interpretations are propagated. It is hoped that eventually, in

later frames, the ambiguities will be resolved and the correct interpretation can

be propagated back to resolve any multiple matches in earlier frames.

Roach and Aggarwal have introduced several important ideas to aid

dynamic scene analysis. The first is a hierarchical matching process where sim-

ple low level feature extractors are applied initially and more sophisticated tech-

niques are gradually introduced as needed. The second is ambiguity propaga-

tion where multiple interpretations or "soft" decisions are made initially and are

later resolved by backtracking.

The restriction to a "blocks world" was necessary to ensure some degree of

success while retaining enough complexity to provide solutions to interesting

problems. The scene domain may include multiple objects, objects entering

and leaving the image plane, and object occlusion. If the image domain can be

sufficiently restricted to enable analysis of each frame to extract models of the

objects with measured features the tracking of the objects can be successfully

performed.
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6"3" Model tsased Tnacking

O'Rourke and Badler [O'Rourke] show how a model based tracking

approach can be applied to human motion. They developed a detailed model of

the human body and used it to perform model-driven analysis. The model was

able to make predictions about the positions of the major body parts that were

later verified at the image ievel. They also reljed on a constraint network

where lhe human model was accurate enough to exclude certain interpretations

and restrain the potential for ambiguities.

Real world scenes, being much more complex than the artificial "blocks

'world", require a lower level tracking approach. The most general approach

must deal with independent tokens. The minimal information provided by the

tokens is positional and any size, shape, or orientation information, although

usefui in tracking, may not be available. Clearly if the tokens had distinguish-

ing features the tracking problem would be simplified. The expense for having

featured tokens is that the token extraction procedure must not only identify

the positions of the tokens, but must extract and record their distinguishing

features. Unreliable token features may actually confuse the tracking algorithm

and thus a confidence measure may be useful for each feature.

The above discussion has provided insight into the tracking problem. It
has been shown that the rigidity assumption and the model based tracking

scheme contain severe restricting assumptions. To allow a more general solu-

tion to the tracking problem a somewhat different approach is taken. The

tokens are assumed to undergo independent motion precluding the use of the

rigidity assumption. A more intuitive basis for the solution of the tracking

problem, as introduced by Jain and Sethi [Jain 1984], is with path coherence

and the smoothness of motion constraint.

6.4" Smoothness of Motion Constraint

A reasonable fact to exploit, is that due to inertia, the motion of a physical

entity cannot change instantaneously. This, together with the sequence of

images being acquired at a sufficient rate such that no dramatic changes take

place between two consecutive frames, allows the application of path coherence.

Path coherence is stated as lJain 1984]:
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Path Coherence: The motion of an object at any time instant cannot
change abruptly.

One property of the imaging system, whether orthogaphic or perspective,

is that smooth three-dimensional trajectories are projected as smooth two-

dimensional trajectories. This property allows the path coherence assumption

to carry over to the two-dimensional images acquired by the camera. Also,

given a collection of objects, each moving in a random smooth trajectory, the

overall observed motion is smooth. To formally incorporate this aspect of

smooth motion an extended time-space view must be taken. An object must

be observed for an extended time for one to be able to characterize its motion

as smooth. Analogous to the rigidity assumption, Jain and Sethi propose the

smoothness of motion constraint.

Smoothness of Motion: lf a set of elements undergoin g a 2-D transfor-
mation has a unique interpretation as a set of elements foliowing
smooth 2-D trajectories, then it should be so interpreted.

The formulation proposed by Jain and Sethi will now be presented to show

how the path coherence and smoothness of motion concepts can be incor-

porated to solve the tracking problem. The tokens to be tracked are points, P¡,

being viewed by an imaging system. Associated with each point is a trajectory,

T¡, which is the ordered set of points, one from each frame:

T t=a Xir, X¡r, .X') (6.1)

In the subsequent discussion X¡ represents the coordinate of a point, while X;,

represents the ith point in the kth frame. Thus X4 in (6.1) is the point in the

krh frame participating in the ith trajectory. The complete set of points from

the k th frame is denoted by Xk.

Now associated with each poin

d!=a

t in the kth frame is the deviation df:3

(X¡r-rx¡r,xirxir*r) (6.2)

of the individualThe deviation for the total trajectory is simply the sum

3 The bars in equation
to the second point.

(6.2) and in the sequel denote the line joining the first poinf
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deviations:

Tracking

Di= (6.3)

Note that this deviation function may represent any measure of deviation from

the expected path. For preliminary studies Jain and Sethi have used the

difference in direction as the deviation function. The trajectory finding process

can now be stated:

Given ¿ consecutive frames, each with m points belonging to one of
m trajectories, find T¡ for i=1, m. It is known that:

1. A token in one frame can belong to one and only one trajectory.

2. There should be m trajectories, each with n points.

3. For each trajectory the deviation should be minimal.

By accepting the three points above, the trajectory problem can now be

solved by formulating a suitable minimization problem with constraints. To

represent the m trajectories, introduce the n-dimensional anay C. The array

C will have

C [i I iz i,, ]= 1 (6.4)

for a valid irå trajectory. Thus C is a sparse matrix with m elements out of the

mn entries being 1, while the rest ate zero. Thus out of all the possible trajec-

tories, the one that minimizes E(TrT)t''' ,T^) given by:

n-l
zd!

k=2

'a(

Ç'- tÐ El>
¡,rd X;oeXn W=2

subject to the conditions:

TyT2,' ,T^)=

E (Xi-,Xi,,X¿u¡l.t rr, 
" 

inl
)

(6.s)

(6.6)E Cliri2
Xt.tXi

inf=l for i=t, n

and

Cliríz äl>O for *t,Ot and j=l,n (6.7)

The minimization of (6.5) is by no means a simple task, but may be

approached using dynamic programming or other efficient forms of
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minimization. The examples provided

each consisting of approximately four

tion function used was:

Tracking

by Jain and Sethi were of synthetic data,

trajectories from 10 frames. The devia-

d!= l-X ¡r-rX ir'X irX ir*, (6.8)

which is 1 minus the dot product of the vectors joining consecutive frame pairs.

The minimum requirement for the smoothness constraint of three frames was

Solely used in theii studies. The exponential dependence on the number of

frames considered prohibits large sequence minimum solutions. Even if the

computational requirements could be met, the simple deviation function in

(6.8) could not find the "correct" trajectories for certain curvilinear and inter-

secting motions. To track these sequences the deviation function representing

the change in the direction of motion should be augmented to include the mag-

nitude of the motion vectors as well as positional information. Jain and Sethi

extended their work and have given an algorithm for solving the minimization

problem [Sethi 1987].

Another attempt to solve the tracking problem was described by Jenkin

[Jenkin 1983]. His tracking algorithm is able to track independently moving

objects and is based on a smoothness assumption stated below:

l. The location of a given point would be relatively unchanged from
one frame to the next.

2. The scalar velocity, or speed of a given point would be relatively
unchanged from one frame to the next.

3. The direction of motion of a given point would be relatively
unchanged from one frame to the next.

Jenkin's formulation will now be presented to illustrate how these assump-

tions have been incorporated into an algorithm. Let L¡ and R¿ denote the left

and right image coordinates of point i in the left image, and & in the right

image. The three-dimensional point that can be calculated using the inverse

perspective formulation presented earlier using L¡ and R¿ is denoted by [i,t].
Let Õ¡ and Õ,. be functions mapping points in the left and right images

respectively from time r to time t+ 1. The tracking problem is solved when the
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functions Q-¡:m->m and 6r:m4m are found such that point P¡ at time r has

location [<Þ¿(r),Õ,'(i)] at time Í+1. The formal part of the problem can now be

stated.

Given PtG) to P^(r), the three-dimensional location of the points at time

t, V{t) to V^(r), the vector velocity of the same m points at time t, and Lt
to L*, and R, to R- (where L¡ does not necessarily correspond to R¡), the left

and right image views of the points at time r+1, find the one-to-one and onto

mappingsÕ¡ andÕ, such thatP¡ haslocation [Õ¡(i),Õr(i)] attimer*1.

Let w(i,j,k) be a disparity function measuring the difference between

P¡(t) and the three-dimensional point constructed from L¡ and Rp at time l+ 1.

Define w(í,j,k) as;

w(i, j ,k)= d(i,i ,k)+v (i ,i ,k) (6.e)

where d and v are:

dßtance (P ¡(t),U ,kl)
d(i,j ,k)=

ldßtønce (P¡(r),U,rl)
t,r

where the sums over / and r take on all valid combinations for the left and

right eye views, time is the time between image sequences, dístance is the

Euclidean distance between two points and b ld"not"s the length of the vector

ü.

Jenkin then constrains the point [/,r] to be valid only if the y coordinate

from the left image is within a set tolerance of the y coordinate from the right

image. This constraint is a byproduct of using a non-convergent binocular

vision system and is necessary to limit the possible valid mappings. As shown

in the chapter on the correspondence problem, a general binocular imaging sys-

tem constrains the position of a valid point correspondence to a straight line.

Jenkin's constraint for valid points can be made general by requiring valid

points to be within a given tolerance from the constraining line.
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The d component of w(i,j,k) incorporates the first basic smoothness

assumption by ensuring that the displacement between P¡ and a candidate point

U,kl is small. The second and thhd basic smoothness assumptions are

represenred by the v component that weights w(i,j,k) by the difference in the

vector velocity V ¡ and the vector velocity over the next time interval if the

point U,kl is chosen.

It remains to determine the correspondence functions Õ¿ and Õ, from all

possible Õ¡ and Õ, that minimizes:

7,=fwQ,ó¡(i),Õ,(i))
i=l

(6.1 0)

Once again it must be understood that the minimization of (6.10) is no easy

task. For each point P¡ at time f there are at most nr2 possible matchings [/,r]
at time f+1. If alt rn points are considered there are a total of (mt)2 total pos-

sible matchings. Searching through all possible mappings is not practical and

Jenkin uses a greedy heuristic to chose the m smallest values of w(i,i,k) to

construct mappings Õ¡ and (Þr, only excluding an entry if it would violate the

one-to-one and onto properties of the Õ¡ and Õ,' entries already chosen.

The application of the above procedure has been demonstrated by Jenkin

with fairly good results. The algorithm incorporates the correspondence prob-

lem as well as the tracking problem and thus tracks in the three-dimensional

world as opposed to tracking in the two-dimensional image planes. The use of

the greedy heuristic is acceptable since it makes the search manageable and

generally generates reasonable solutions. The major difficulty with the pro-

cedure is that there is no facility to handle missing tokens and the introduction

of new tokens. If the procedure is to be used for real computer vision prob-

lems it must relax the one-to-one and onto mapping restriction to allow missing

tokens from frame to frame.

The above discussion on different tracking schemes has provided some

important insight to the problem. The tracking can be done in either the two-

dimensional image planes, or in the three-dimensional world coordinate system.

To allow the tracking of independently moving objects, certain constraining

assumptions cannot be applied. Only the smoothness of motion assumption

should be applied since this allows the developed procedure to be general
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enough to be applicable to a wide variety of dynamic scene analysis problems.

The solution to the tracking problem is a mapping which maps points from one

frame to points in a second frame taken at a later time. Finding the "best"

mapping can usually be formulated as a minimization problem with constraints.

Since the search space is very large, heuristics are introduced to provide a solu-

tion in a reasonable time.

6"5" ,e T'racking Example

As a demonstration of the application of some of the above ideas on the

tracking problem a simple procedure based on a predictive method was imple-

mented. Prediction involves three basic stages: first the process is observed

over time to obtain information regarding its behavior, second the observed

behavior is used to forecast the process's future behavior, and finally an error

analysis is made to verify the predicted behavior with the actual behavior. If
the analysis indicates a poor prediction either the model is not appropriate to

describe the process or the process is temporarily deviating from the model as a

consequence of outside influences or observation errors. The error recovery

process usually disables the prediction phase and reverts to the first phase

where the process undergoes observation. The tracking procedure, based on

prediction, is accomplished as follows: Given a sequence of frames, form a list

of coordinates X¡ that represents the irå token from the kth frame. Now group

the tokens X¡, into trajectories T¡ given by:

Tr=aXir,X¡r, "' ,X^)

where X¡ represents the point in the ith frame that contributes to the i'å trajec-

tory. The grouping is accomplished as follows:

The grouping of tokens is broken into a two stage process. Initially
tokens must be tracked for a preset number of frames before they are

regarded as bonafide tokens. Any tokens being tracked in the prelim-
inary group become bonafide tokens or become discarded if their
tracking becomes confused. With the two trajectory lists in mind the
steps of the procedure can be outlined:

(6.11)
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STEPl: Obtain the tokens from the next frame of data.

Tracking

STEP2: Insert special "phantom" tokens in any primary trajectory
lists that are missing tokens from the previous frame. This
'þhantom" token is given the position dictated to by the predic-
tion mechanism.

STEP3: Remove any trajectories from the primary list that have
been dormant for a preset number of frames. Since trajectories
with missing tokens are always augmented with phantoms, Step 3

simply checks to see if a preset number of phantoms are the most
recent tokens on the list. The removed trajectories are recorded
in files for later post-processing.

STEP4: For each new token in the current frame calculate its
distance to the predicted position of all trajectories on the primary
list. If the minimum distance to a predicted trajectory is within a

preset distance, add that token to the identified trajectory and
predict the next position for that trajectory. If the minimum dis-
tance is not within the allowed tolerance, that token will be
labeled as new.

STEPS: Disregard any trajectories from the auxiliary list that do
not have acceptable trajectories. The trajectories on the auxiliary
list must be continuous to be acceptable. Discarded trajectories
are considered noise and are removed from further consideration.

STEP6: For each token labeled new in Step 4 calculate its
minimum distance to the trajectories on the auxiliary list. If the
minimum distance is within a preset tolerance assign that token
to the identified auxiliary trajectory. If not, place the token in a

new trajectory on the auxiliary list.

STEPT: Examine the auxiliary trajectory list for trajectories that
are reguarded as valid and transfer those that fulfill the require-
ments of a valid trajectory to the primary list.

STEPS: If all frames have been processed record the trajectories
from the primary list for postprocessing, if not continue at Step 2.

The procedure includes an auxiliary trajectory list to establish credibility of

the trajectories before they can be considered valid. This allows trajectories to

commence sometime after the initial recording of the image sequence and
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effectively suppresses tokens caused by noise from generating short spurious

trajectories.

Several prediction algorithms were implemented to perform the updating

of trajectories. It was found that prediction based on constant velocity, or con-

stant acceleration were not adequate for tracking a circularly moving object.

Since a circularly moving object is exhibiting a constantly changing acceleration

it was necessary to incorporate a "jerk" term. The prediction equation is shown

below:

(6.12)

where X6 represents the initial position, Vs the initial velocity, .4 o the initial

acceleration, and J6 the initial jerk or rate of change of acceleration.

Since (6.12) is required to predict the position one frame in advance, given

the position from the previous frames, (6.12) can be rewritten as:

x (t)=v oav ot+ |a or'* Itrtt

xn*1=xn*v,* ln,* ll, (6.1 3)

or

where

V n=X n-Xr-y

An=V n-Vn-1

A n= (X n- X n-r) - (X"- r X n- z)

Jn=An-An-t

or

Jn= (V n-V n_ì- (V n_rV n_z)

6.6. Ðiscussion of Results

The greedy heuristic was applied in the execution of Step 4 and Step 6 in

the above procedure to ensure tokens were assigned to one and only one trajec-

tory. This necessitated the labeling of some tokens as new even though a con-

sistent mapping incorporating all tokens may have been possible. The loss of

these mislabeled tokens is somewhat compensated for by the inclusion of
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phantom tokens in their place. Trajectories with missing tokens can be sus-

tained and recovered as long as the prediction faithfully models its motion.

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show how two tokens placed on a rotating disk are correctly

tracked. Figure 6.1 shows the actual data from 7 frames with a frame spacing

of 5 superimposed on a single plot. Figure 6.2 illustrates the implementation of

the tracking procedure. The two circles and the centre point correspond to the

trajectories of the tokens. The outer marker was 20 cm. from the centre while

the inner circle rüas generated from a marker with a radius of 13 cm. The disk

\ilas rotating at 120 revolutions per minute.

Figure 6.tr. Rotating Disk Data, Frame Spacing of 5.
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Figure 6.2. Rotating Ðisk Tracking Example.
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Chapter 7
l-inking Foints into Objects

7"tr " Xntroduction

The final stage in the three-dimensional dynamic scene analysis procedure

is to interpret the position and motion of the tokens as real world objects. If
the scene domain can be sufficiently restricted, such as in the "blocks world",

then the tokens can be associated with the object model that the data most

closely resembles. This is commonly referred to as model driven perception

where the data is made to fi.t the model.

As an alternative to model driven analysis there is data driven analysis. In

data driven analysis there is no assumed underlying model, but certain assump-

tions are made to associate or link tokens together. The joining of the tokens

to form objects or figures can best be described using a biomedical example. If
markers are attached to the shoulder, elbow, wrist, hip, knee, and ankle of a

human subject and the positions of the markers over time are observed, little

understanding of the motion is possible. But if the markers are linked as

shown in Figure 7.1, the motion is readily understood.

7.2" Background on the Linking Froblern

An attempt at solving the linking problem was proposed by Rashid [Rachid

19801. By applying singte-linkage cluster analysis Rashid was able to distinguish

independently moving objects by suitably linking the tokens. The method is

based on the computation of the minimal spanning tree. It was observed that a

simple nearest neighbor approach would fail since the wrist is usually closest to

the hip. Instead each token in a frame was represented by a four-tuple

(x,y,v*vr) where x and y aîe its position and v, and v, its two-dimensional

velocities. A graph can then be constructed with each token as a node, and

each node connected to all others by an edge of cost proportional to their
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o shou I der

o

o

o

o ankle

Figure 7.L. Single Frame of Markers and Their tr inking.

Euclidean distance in the four-dimensional space. The cost of each edge can

also be augmented to incorporate a bias towards established links from previous

frames. A minimum spanning tree of the graph can then be computed and seg-

mented into clusters based on an appropriate cut function. The problem with

Rashid's approach is that many frames, typically over 20, were required to

effectively eliminate extraneous links between tokens. Nonetheless his

approach is important in that linkages from past frames can be incorporated to

assist in current frames and a multidimensional distance involving velocities is

used rather than the simple nearest distance linkage.

As an alternative to Rashid's procedure for linking tokens to form objects,

two similar ideas were proposed by Webb and Aggarwal [Webb 1981], and

Hoffman [Hoffman 1982]. They constrain the problem domain by invoking an

assumption governing the motion of the tokens. Webb and Aggarwal used the

fixed axis assumption to describe the motion of two points. Since Hoffman's

approach is a simplified version of the fixed axis assumption it is described in

some detail.
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Hoffman invoked the planarity assumption to link tokens into objects. The

planarity assumption is stated as:

Planaríty Assumption; Any set of elements undergoing2-D transforma-
tion which has a unique interpretation as a rigid structure moving in
one plane, should be interpreted as such a body in motion.

With this assumption in mind consider two points O¡ and ,A¡ from frame

i, í = 1,2,3. Let the vector âi= (xi,yi,zi) be the vector whose head is at Ai

and whose tail is at Oi. Since the length of a remains unchanged in the

sequence of frames:

ât'â1= AZ'AZ = â3'â3

Also since the vectors â ¡ âre coplanar their triple product is zero:

ar'(a2xa3)-0

(7.1)

(7.2)

7"3. The [.inking Froblern

The linking of tokens can now be stated succinctly. Divide the tokens into

groups of two and test each for pairwise rigid-planar motion using (7.1) and

(7.2). Those points found to exhibit the rigid-planar motion can be linked to

form correctly interpreted objects.

The above linking procedure is hampered by the measurement errors asso-

ciated with determining the location of the tokens. The procedure requires a

decision to be made as to what pairs of tokens exhibit measured rigid-planar

motion. If the allowed tolerance is too strict, pairs may not be linked, while if
the tolerance is too lenient spurious links will result. Also if the underlying

motion of the tokens does not approximate rigid-planar motion the technique is

not applicable altogether. The more general fixed axis assumption of Webb and

Aggarwal may be used if the rigid-planar motion does not hold.

Figure 7.2 shows an example of how the above procedures should link the

tokens generated from the markers of a "walking man". The figure shows the

correct linking for a sequence of frames from the markers placed on the hip,

knee, ankle, and toe of a human subject taking a step. The actual plot in
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Figure 7.2 was obtained by recording a human subject taking a step. The Sub-

ject had white paper spherical markers placed on the hip, knee, ankle, and toe.

The marker's centroids were found using the multiedge clustering procedure

and were successfully tracked using the procedure outlined in the previous

chapter. The actual linking was done by explicitly specifying the linkages

between the markers. The plot shows lines linking the markers from a succes-

sion of frames with a frame spacing of 5 fields.

Figure 7.2. Correct Linking of l{alking Man.
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Xxnplemented Frototype

8.X.. nntroduction

The previous chapters outlined some of the theory behind the three-

.dimensional dynamic scene analysis problem. The first chapter described a

means of recording a sequence of images by storing the positions of the video

level transitions. By strategically placing luminescent markers in the scene the

motion of objects can be measured. This chapter describes the implemented

prototype and the design of a two-camera dynamic scene analysis system. All

results provided so far in this thesis were obtained from real image sequences

recorded by the implemented prototype. The image recording process dis-

cussed in chapter one was implemented by a dual-port memory system. A

block diagram of the dynamic scene recording system is shown in Figure 8.1.

8.2" Frototype Ë{ardware

The prototype consists of a general purpose micro-processor system built

around the Intel 80286 micro-processor. The board contains two independent

serial ports configured along the R5-232 C standard. One serial channel inter-

faces with a standard ASCII terminal while the remaining channel is capable of

providing up-link and down-link functions with a mini or main-frame computer.

The board has two banks of 16-bit ROM capable of accommodating the 256K

by 8 bit EPROMs. There is also 5l2K bytes of 8-bit RAM implemented with

256K by 1 bit DRAMS.

The video ram consists of 5l2K words of 10 bit dual-port RAM also imple-

mented with 256K by I bit DRAMs. One port of the RAM is accessible by the

general purpose 286 micro-computer anci the other port is dedicated to the

video recording process. The video portion is controlled by a M6845 cathode

ray tube controller. The 6845 provides the video synchronization pulses that
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term ina l
n0nii0r

oniectF

Figure 8.1. System Block Diagram

control the camera scanning. The 6845 also provides the horizontal counter

that keeps track of the horizontal position of the camera scanning beam. The

recording of the horizontal position is initiated by a simple sampling and thres-

hold circuit that provides a pulse every time the video signal crosses the adju-

stable threshold. Once a transition is detected the horizontal position from the

6845 is transferred through a 16 deep fall through fist-in-first-out (FIFO)

buffer. The FIFO is required to accommodate the 10 MHz pixel rate. A
counter sequentially addresses consecutive memory locations in the linear

memory every time a transition is recorded. It was experimentally determined

that the video memory system was capable of sustaining a video transition

every 8 pixels but was unable to process a sustained transition every 4 pixels.

Since the markers are usually spaced more than 10 pixels apart and a sustained

burst of transitions is unlikely under normal conditions, the prototype is an

adequate video recording device.

The recording of a special mark at the end of each horizontal line was

easily facilitated by using the horizontal sync pulse generated by the 6845 as a

signal to initiate a special memory transaction. By implementing 10 bit memory
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the end of line mark is easily recognized as a 10 bit word with its 10rå bit set.

8.3" Fnototype Software

The software to control the whole system consists of three major parts.

The software and hardware of the prototype are described more fully in the

Appendix. The first major software system is the basic input output system

(BIOS) of the 80286 board. It consists of an assembly language module that

initializes the system and initiates the first task in the configured system. The

board runs in the protected mode of the 80286 which gives access to 16 Mbytes

of segmented physical memory from 1 Gbytes of virtual memory. The rest of

the BIOS consists of two separate bidirectional interrupt driven buffered serial

communication channels. The channels are equipped with the XON/XOFF

pacing facilities to accommodate the up-loading of data to an auxiliary com-

puter. The BIOS also contains the interrupt and protection violation traps to

recover from faults due to software or hardware violations. Once the BIOS has

configured the system the program flow is diverted to the second major

software block.

The second major software block also resides on the 80286 board and con-

sists of a unix t¡pe "C" environment. By using a commercial "ROMABLE"

development system and writing the low level input/output routines, one can

write "C" routines to process the video data and control the communication

with the external computer. The "C" environment consists of the low level

routines shown in Table 8.1. A 256K byte virtual ram disk has been imple-

mented to facilitate the temporary storage of processed data from a session

until it can be transferred to a host computer for further processing. This "C"

environment is very important since routines written and tested on a mini- or

main-frame computer can eventually be incorporated onto the 80286 board with

the goal of providing more and more processing tools on board.
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Low-Level Functions
close creat

-exit exit
lseek open
read unlink
write

Table 8.1: Low-level Routines.

The third major software system consists of a collection of "C" routines

integrated into a command driven program. Once the "raw" or processed data

from a video session has been up-loaded to a mini- or main-frame computer

further processing can be undertaken. This environment allows different rou-

tines and techniques to be implemented and compared with the results

displayed on a color video monitor or hard-copy results generated on a laser

printer.

Figure 8.2 is an example of the type of results that can be expected from

the prototype system. The Figure consists of approximately 200 frames of a

sequence of a walking human. The lines represent the linking of markers

located on the subject's toe, ankle, knee, and hip. The Figure is a plot pro-

duced by recording an image sequence and up-loading the data to a Data Gen-

eral MV8000. The data was then processed using the multiedge clustering pro-

cedure and tracked using the tracking procedure outlined earlier. A plot was

then generated with lines linking the markers from successive fields.
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Figure 8.2. Example of Human Subjecú Walking.
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Chapter 9

^Accuracy and FnecÍsio¡r

9.1. Introduction

This chapter provides a few specific details as to the type of results that can

be expected from the implemented prototype. Several aspects of the image for-

mation process are discussed with their accuracy ramifications presented. Since

the thesis has attempted to provide a general framework for a hardware-

software solution to the dynamic scene analysis problem, precise conclusions

cannot be made. The success of the system will largely depend on the actual

application.

9.2. The Interlaced ScannÍng

Figure 9.1 illustrates the scanning of the camera in

There are a total of 525 lines in one frame consisting of

two fields. The solid lines in Figure 9.1 indicate the odd

lines indicate the even field. The complete frame is

an interlaced fashion.

262L ünes in each of
2

field while the dashed
1

scanned in 3õ of a

second. As discussed in the chapter on image formation and recording, the

horizontal positions of the transitions of the video intensity are stored in the

camera data RAM along with an end of line mark. Since the end of line marks

provide the vertical position of the transitions, the interlaced scanning must be

understood to analyze the expected accuracy of the system. The half scan line

at the bottom of the odd field does not generate an end of line mark, but

instead continues at the middle top of the even field. Thus the 525 scan lines

are broken into 262 from the odd field and 263 from the even field. The label-

ing of the scan lines provides some understanding of how the image frames are

generated. The actual scanning of the camera adds an inherent problem. Con-

sider the two points labeled Pland P2. Although the point Pl is actually above
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P z, P 1 is given a vertical position below P 2. The overlapping of the scan lines

can be compensated for by incorporating a correction factor based on the hor-

ízontal position. Since the inherent accuracy of the total system is estimated to

be less than one percent it was deemed unnecessary to correct for the scanning

anomalies. Also the half scan line at the bottom of the odd field may present a

more serious problem. A transition at the very bottom of a frame will be

recorded at the top of the next even field. This problem is inconsequential

since the system is intended to record the positions of markers occupying

several pixels in diameter.

Figure 9.1. Camera Frame Scanning.

9.3. R.epeatabitrity

The next consideration regarding the accuracy of the system is repeatabil-

ity. If a sequence of several stationary markers is recorded the calculated posi-

tions of the markers shouid remain relatively stable throughout the sequence.

Table 9.1 provides a breakdown of the generated positions of the eight markers

of the "calibration rig" from a sequence of 35 fields. The markers are
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represenred by their centroids calculated by summing the detected x positions

and y positions of the video transitions and dividing by the number of transi-

tions. Since several transitions are clustered to define the centroid of the

marker, it is arguable that sub pixel accuracies are possible. The inherent inac-

curacies preclude the proposition that marker positions can be specified more

accurately than by one percent of the resolution. Since one percent resolution

translates into approximately five pixel resolution, integer division to define the

cenrroid positions is adopted. Table 9.1 shows the x and y coordinates of the

eight markers from the calibration rig over 35 fields. The count, or frequency

of occurrence, of each position for each point is given. It can be observed that

each coordinate is constrained to a five pixel neighborhood in both the horizon-

tal and vertical directions. Although this demonstration in no way exhaustively

demonstrates the repeatability of the scene recording process, it provides some

confidence that the generated marker positions are reliable and within a one

percent deviation.

Table 9.1: Repeatability of Measured Markers.

Point x coordinate y coordinate

1

position t37 138 1,39 140 r4t 276 277 278 279 280

count 0 5 25 4 I 0 t2 4 T9 0

2
position 465 466 467 468 469 256 257 258 259 260

count 0 l2 t6 7 0 4 t9 5 7 0

J
position 64 65 66 67 68 234 235 236 237 238

count 0 4 30 I 0 0 I 15 11 7

4
position 364 365 366 367 368 225 226 227 228 229

count 0 0 23 t2 0 0 7 2l 5 2

5
position 482 483 484 485 486 126 r27 128 t29 130

count 1 T7 7 7 10 0 1 8 18 6

6
position 150 151 r52 153 t54 1t2 113 tt4 115 116

count I 21 5 6 2 I 6 T4 1t J

7
position 378 379 380 381 382 99 100 101 r02 103

count 0 0 I 34 0 I 4 17 l3 0

8
position 72 73 74 75 76 80 81 82 83 84

count 0 1 15 r9 0 0 I 5 17 5
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Point
Camera 1 Camera 2

u v u v

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8

66.00 158.75
366.00 167.75
467.00 r37.75
139.00 716.75
75.00 311.75

381.00 294.75
483.00 267.75
151.00 281.75

173.00 166.7 5
434.00 94.7 5

314.00 72.7 5
47.00 t56.75

183.00 295.7 s
4s8.00 254.7 5

332.00 24t.7 5
56.00 293.7 5

Table 9.2: Camera Image Coo¡dinates.

9.4. ,A.ccuracy of the Inverse Ferspective

The next area to consider when evaluating the accuracy that can be

expected from the system concerns the calculation of the inverse perspective.

This will be demonstrated by deriving the two camera models and then applying

the camera models to calculate the three-dimensional world coordinates of the

points from the calibration rig. First the eight points of the "calibration rig"

were used to calculate the two camera models and the three-dimensional world

coordinates of the same points were then found using the inverse perspective

algorithm presented earlier. Table 9.2 presents the measured image coordinates

of the eight points from the calibration rig. The fractional part of the image

coordinates is a result of correcting for the aspect ratio of the system which is

discussed later. Table 9.3 illustrates the results of comparing the calculated

coordinates with the expected coordinates. The column labeled Actual Error

presents the Euclidean distance error while the Normalized Enor represents a

normalized error calculated by dividing the Aaual Error by the vector lengths.

The next section in Table 9.3 shows the results of calculating the inverse per-

spective of the eight points from the camera models derived from the first

seven points only. Similarly the third section in Table 9.3 are the results using

only the first six points to calculate the cameÍa models.
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Camera Models Derived Using All Eight Points

Point
Expected Coordinate Calculated Coordinate Error

Zvx zvK Actual Norm alized

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

I

0.00 0.00 100.00

94.00 0.00 100.00
94.00 0.00 143.00
0.00 0.00 143.00

0.00 40.00 100.00

94.00 40.00 100.00
94.00 40.00 143.00
0.00 40.00 143.00

0.23 -0.54 99.86

93.60 -0.72 99.93
94.5s 0.79 143.00
-0.38 0.47 143.14

0.23 40.47 100.11

93.88 40.70 99.94
94.02 39.22 143.06
-0.18 39.58 142.88

0.603
0.493
0.963
o.620
0.535
0.713
0.783
0.472

0.00603
0.003s9
0.00s63
0.00434
0.00,/-97

0.00499
0.0M46
0.00318
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Camera Models Derived Using First Six Points

Point
Expected Coordinate Calculated Coordinate Error

zvx zYX Actual Norm alized

1

2

J

4

5

6

7

I

0.00 0.00 100.00
94.00 0.00 100.00
94.00 0.00 143.00

0.00 0.00 143.00
0.00 40.00 100.00

94.00 40.00 100.00

94.00 40.00 143.00
0.00 40.00 143.00

-0.01 0.16 99.95
94.01 -0.15 100.02
94.01 0.t2 142.97
-0.00 -0.11 143.03
-0.01 39.98 99.99
94.00 40.0s 99.99

93.35 36.56 142.80

0.22 37.O2 142.42

0.168
o.152
0.124
0.r 14

0.024
0.051
3.507
3.M4

0.00168
0.00111
0.00072
0.00080
0.00022
0.00036
0.0r996
0.02050

Table 9.3: Three-dimensional Expected and Measured Coordinates.
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camera models is larger than the points used in the camera model calculations.

The normal situation would be for all eight points from the calibration rig to be

Camera Models Derived Using First Seven Points

Point
Expected Coordinate Calculated Coordinate Error

zvX zvx Actual Norm alized

I
)
3

4

5

6

7

8

0.00 0.00 100.00
94.00 0.00 100.00

94.00 0.00 143.00
0.00 0.00 143.00
0.00 40.00 100.00

94.00 40.00 100.00
94.00 40.00 143.00
0.00 40.00 143.00

0.28 -0.44 100.00
93.68 -0.57 99.92
94.50 0.68 142.99
-0.45 0.35 143.00

0.07 40.1r 99.95

93.90 40.87 99.93
94.01 39.M t43.M
-0.38 38.90 142.48

0.522
0.659
0.844
0.570
0.140
0.878
0.961
r.275

0.00522
0.00480
0.0&193
0.00399
0.00130
0.00614
0.00547
0.00859
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used in the camera model calculations followed by the application of the inverse

perspective on independent points. If the independent points are spanned by

the calibration rig their associated error should be similar to those observed in

Table 9.3. The measurements are all in centimeters and part of the error can

be attributed to the crude construction of the calibration rig. Further studies

should be undertaken to better understand the inverse perspective errors. If
the errors can be found to be associated with the camera model only, or with

the inverse perspective transform, different techniques may be employed. The

prototype system provides a test-bed to allow the comparison of different tech-

niques. A better understanding of the actual dynamic scene analysis problem to

be undertaken will provide guidelines as to whether the presented accuracy is

acceptable.

9"5. Motion Restrictions and Aspect Ratio

The next consideration regarding the expected results from the system

concern the ability to record dynamic scenes. As discussed earlier the cluster-

ing process tends to have difficutty when markers have been elongated due to

motion. The general purpose video cameras scan the image in a raster scan

fashion. If the object moves during the scanning process considerable marker

motion could be present. It is very difficult to comment on the expected

results concerning rapidly moving objects. For most biomedical motion studies

tf,e ]- of a second scanning rate should be sufficient to capture the markers.
60

If the general purpose cameras are unable to capture the motions adequately a

high speed shuttered video camera could be used.

One other consideration concerning the camera measurement process is

the imaging aspect ratio. Although a image of 512 horizontal pixels by 525

vertical lines is being scanned by the camera, the inherent 4:3 aspect ratio

must be considered. The result of the aspect ratio is a rectangular image as

opposed to a square image.

This chapter attempted to present some of the concerns associated with the

accuracy of the dynamic scene analysis system. Once a more specific applica-

tion is considered, the results can be further examined to ascertain if the
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system is adequate. The system has been developed as a test-bed for general

dynamic scene analysis problems and as such can be easily adapted to accom-

modate specific characteristics involved with a particular application.
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Co¡rc[us i ons and R ecoxnrmendatíoms

A general discussion of the major problems and difficulties to be overcome

to enable three-dimensional dynamic scene analysis has been undertaken. The

solution to the image formation and recording problem, the correspondence

problem, and the tracking problem have been given. By adopting a general

solution to the dynamic scene analysis problem few restrictions are introduced

allowing the techniques developed to apply to as many imaging problems possi-

ble. Since the system is only capable of recording and analyzing a fixed length

image sequence it is not directly applicable to "real time" dynamic scene

analysis. Instead the implemented and proposed system should be used as a

research tool where different techniques can be tried, with proven techniques

later implemented in a real time system.

To further understand some of the problems with dynamic scene analysis a

two camera system should be implemented. A fully implemented two camera

system will allow three-dimensional motion analysis. Several areas concerning

the interpretation of the two two-dimensional scenes can then be undertaken.

A thorough sensitivity and error analysis should be undertaken to determine

the resolution of the system. Also a study should be undertaken to better help

understand what types of motion are suitable for a system based on general

purpose cameras. It is hoped that this work has demonstrated the feasibility of

a low cost three-dimensional dynamic scene analysis system that is capable of

solving several real motion analysis problems.

The implemented image recording system provides a means of recording

dynamic scenes from one camera only. As such it is sufficient to generate test

data for developing the algorithms for determining the three-dimensional posi-

tion in time of markers. The present prototype must be adapted to accommo-

date two cameras if true three-dimensional dynamic scene analysis is required.

Due to wire-wrap boar<i space iimitations, it is recommended that a new systerrl

be built accommodating two cameras utilizing an IBM-PC as a host computer.
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,4.pperadtaes

The appendices contain a description of the software and hardware for the

implemented prototype. Only a description of the software is given. A com-

plete software listing is provided in the supplement, Three-Dimensíonal Dynamíc

Scene Anatysis: Prototype Sofware Lßting [Burek 1987].
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This Appendix contains a brief description of the ROM BIOS routines. A

complete software listing is provided in the supplement, Three-Dimensional

Dynamic Scene Analysís: Protorype Software Lísting [Burek 1987]. A The ROM

BIOS consists of a collection of routines written in PL|M that perform the ini-

tialization of the system and oversee the interfacing with an external terminal

or a remote minVmain-frame computer. The BIOS has been broken into

several modules each of which perform a specific task. The first module found

in the fite BOOT.ASM contains the initialization code. It contains the initial

code that is executed when the system is first powered up or when the system

is reset. Initially a test is performed to establish that the CPU, ROM, and serial

ports are functioning properly. This is done by continually transmitting a

period ".". Two way serial communications can be verified by depressing any

key on the terminal. If the board continually transmits the depressed character,

the serial communications have been verified. Also the system RAM can be

tested by depressing a "1" or a "0". ff a "$" is continually transmitted after a

brief pause, the system RAM has successfully passed the test.

By depressing a 'b" the rest of the initialization resumes. The 80286 is

switched from its initial real mode to the protected mode. This involves

transferring the system descriptor tables which control the memory manage-

menr from the ROM to the system RAM. The descriptor tables have been

built by a special linker program called BLD286. A description of the BLD286

program is given later in this Appendix. The initialization routine also readies

any tasks by copying their Task State Segment descriptors over to system RAM.

^_ -^ -L - :-:-:^1:-^.:^- L^^ ^^--t^¿^.t +L^ i-i+i^f +^-l- i^ -:.,^- ^^-+-^l\,rlruç [lIç lrlrtra[L(lLtvll t¡¿15 uuruPrçtEu LrrE ¡rrlLrúrr L4sÄ ¡ù ËrYçrr vvll LrLrr.

The initial task executes at privilege level 0. Since privilege level 0 is the

most privileged, it is reserved for setting up system resources. The only system
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resource that requires initialization is the alias descriptor routines. The alias

descriptor routines are discussed later. Once the descriptor slots are initialized

the user task at privilege level 3 is invoked.

The user task, contained in the file LEVEL3.SCR, contains a small execu-

tive that performs the ¡est of the system initialization. The two serial channels

are initialized for 9600 BAUD, l: stop bits, even parity, and 7 character
¿

transmission. The image recording process is then initialized. Following the

initialization a message is displayed and the executive awaits commands. The

commands are all single character commands and do not require a carriage

return to be invoked. Table 4.1 shows the single character commands and a

brief description of their function.

Table 4.1: Single Character Commands.

The next module contains the descriptor manipulation routines. In the

protected mode each access to memory requires sufficient access rights or the

memory transaction will generate an exception. To allow access to arbitrary

segments of memory routines must be provided to gain access to the block of

memory and to assure that the privilege level is sufficient. The module con-

tained in the file DESC.SCR contains the descriptor manipulation routines.

Since a descriptor already in use cannot be used a routine is provided to initial-

ize the blank temporary descriptors. A routine is also provided that examines

any particular descriptor to provide the information needed to generate new

descriptors with similar characteristics but with different access rights. The next

Character Description

6 reset the camera recordinq Drocess

z returns the status of the camera recording process

c writes "0"'s into the start of the camera data RAM
f writes "1"'s into the start of the camera data RAM
G writes consecutive numbers into the start of the camera data RAM
T resets the real time clock
b transfers control to the "C" environment
t displays the current time
h displavs a helo messaqe with command descriptions

v disolavs the contents of the start of the camera data RAM
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important routine is a routine to creat an alias descriptor. Since each segment

is labeled as data, code, stack, etc. an alias data segment is required if the seg-

ment is to be examined as data. By passing a descriptor to an inaccessible seg-

ment, a data segment is created that provides data access to the segment. The

final routine in the module is a routine to return descriptors once they are

nolonger needed. Since only a preset limit of descriptors are available, descrip-

tors must be returned or the next request for a descriptor will fail.

The next module contained in the file IO.SCR provides the Basic Input

Output System (BIOS). The module provides two independent interrupt driven

buffered serial communication channels. Each channel has the routines

described in Table 4.2.

Routine Name Description
getcw waits for a cha¡acter and returns the ascii value

puts writes out the ascii string pointed to by the first
parameter, the string must be terminated by a NULL
cha¡acter

echo-on turns echoing of characters on

echo-off turns echoing of characters off
putd orints the inteeer oassed as a Darameter in decimal

reset clears the buffer and resets the buffer pointers

recelve accepts a character from the serial channel and sto¡es
it in the buffer

transmit transmits a cha¡acter from the output serial buffer
out the communications Dort

getc returns a character from the input serial buffer
flush flushes the output serial buffer
DUtC places a character in the output buffer
nuth Drints the word passed as a Darameter in HEX
sccjnit routine to initialize the serial channel, can specify

baud rate.

Table 4.2: Input/Output Routines For Each Channel.

The next file contains the real time clock routines. In the file TIMER.SCR

there are routines to set and display the time as well as a routine to update the

time periodically. The updating of the time is performed in a separate task to

allow the timer to be used as a preemptive scheduler in a multitasking system.
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The next module contains the interrupt

tines are contained in the file INTS.SCR.

and their corresponding numbers.

ROM BIOS Routines

and exception handlers. The rou-

Table ,{.3 describes the interrupts

Number Description

0 Divide Error Exception
I Sinele Step Interrupt
2 NMI Interrupt
a
J Breakpoint Interrupt
4 INTO Detector Overflow
5 BOUND Ranee Exceeded Exception

6 Invalid Opcode Exception

7 Processor Extension Not Available
8 Double Exceotion Exception

9 Processor Extension Segment Exception
10 Invalid Task State Sesment
11 Segment Not Present Exception
12 Stack Sesment Not Present

Table 4.3: Interrupts and Exceptions.

If any of the interrupts or exceptions in Table 4.3 occur the system

displays a message indicating the type of error and the location in the code

where the error occurred. If the exception could be caused by a transient con-

dition the exception handler attempts to restart the faulting instruction. If the

instruction cannot be restarted the system is considered corrupt and is shut

down.

The next file in this Appendix is GO.BLD and contains the input to the

BLD286 linker program. This file is the configuration file that establishes the

proper segments and tasks for the protected mode environment. The first

entries specify the privilege level of the modules and assigns any fixed locations

to segments. The next entries specify the tasks that are to be established. The

current file contains the following tasks:
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1. TASKl: Initial task to be executed.

2. TASK2: User task to be executed.

3. DOUBLE-EXCEPTION: Separate task to handle the double ex-
ception.

4. INVALID-TASK-SEGMENT: Separate task to handle the invalid
task segment exception.

5. GENERAL-PROTECTION: Separate task to handle the general
protection exception.

6. TIMER-TSS: Separate task to perform the real time clock update.

The third, fourth, and fifth tasks are necessary since a normal interrupt trap

would not be able to recover from the problem. These exceptions require a

separate run-time environment to ensure that their execution does not generate

further problems.

The next entries in the file contain the GATE descriptions. Since the user

programs are running at the least privileged level they require specially pro-

tected gates to call BIOS routines. Each entry in the GATE section generates a

descriptor that allows the program flow to transfer to the called routine. The

specification of the gates assures all system resources are used properly. After

the GATE entries there are entries to specify the Global Descriptor Table and

the Interrupt Descriptor Table. Finally a MEMORY entry specifies where in

ROM and RAM the segments and modules are to reside.

The next file RAM-SEGS.ASM contains the segment declarations for the

BLD286 program. The running of the BLD286 program links the modules

together as specified by the GO.BLD file. The result is an executable file that

provides the code that can be entered into EPROMs. The listing in the file
GO.MP2 is the result of running the BLD286 program. It shows the location

and size of the modules and the entries for the descriptor tables and task seg-

ments.

The final module contains an interface that allows the "C" environment to

call the BIOS routines. By providing a limited entry point into the BIOS the

system can be kept modular and modifications to either the BIOS or the "C"

envi¡onment will not affect each other as long as the interface performs the

requested task.
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This Appendix contains a brief description of the "UNIX C" environment

for the general purpose computer. A complete software listing is provided in

the supplement, Three-Dimensional Dynamíc Scene Analysis: Protorype Sofnuare

Lßting [Burek 1987]. In order to port a "C" environment over to a single board

computer certain low-level routines must be supported. Once these core low-

level routines are implemented the environment could support a "C" program.

The file IO.C contains the first module in the "C" environment. It contains the

low-level routines shown in Table B.1. The module also contains the auxiliary

routines shown in Table 8.2.

Routine Description

close closes a device or file
creat creats a new file
exit terminates the program

-exit terminates the program

lseek chanse current position of file or device
oDen oDen a file or device for unbuffered I/O
read read from device or file without buffering
unlink remove a disk file
write write to a file or device without bufferine

Table 8.1: Routines of the "C" Environment.

The file LROM.ASM

ment. It sets up the data

ROM to the system RAM.

the "C" function filejnit.

contains the initialization code for the "C" environ-

segment and copies over any initialized data from

It also sets up a local stack and eventually jumps to
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Routine Description

fileinit initializes the file svstem and calls main
erase releases the clusters of a file
isatty routine to determine if a stream is a tty stream

dumo dumps out the specified file in hex
dir orints the verbose contents of the file system

dirls orints the contents of the file system

Table 8.2: Auxiliary Routines of the "C" Environment.

The file F.C completes the "C" envi-ronment. It contains the routines that

support a256K ram-disk file system. The routines are listed below:

get-block: returns a long address of a empty block.

free-block: releases a block of memory.

init-block: initializes the memory system.

The above routines support a ram-disk with 256 blocks or clusters each of

size 1 Kbytes. When the "C" program writes to a opened file the clusters are

allocated to the associated file descriptor. The data can then be read at a later

time. When the fiie is deleted the assigned clusters are returned to a free pool

to be reused.

The next three files in this Appendix are short utility routines. The file

MAKEFILE is a standard UNIX makefile that maintains the "C" environment.

It specifies the dependencies on the source files and initiates the compiling and

linking of the modules. The makefile also separates the executable file and

generates Intel HEX records for burning EPROMs. The file C-INT.ASM pro-

vides an interface to the BIOS while the files GETBUFF.C and STKSIZ.C allo-

cate buffers to opened files and specify the stack position and size.

The remaining files contain the user written "C" programs. The previously

discussed modules provide a "C" environment that supports normal "C" pro-

grams. The file MAIN.C is a typical user "C" program that can be run on the

single board computer. It provides a command driven environment that
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Appendix B "C" Environment Routines

Command Description

mv file1 file2 copv file1 to file2
cat file send the file to the terminal
ls print the file directorv
term invoke the terminal emulator
u filel file2 upload file1 to file2
print print the file cluster list
rm file delete the file
d file dump file contents to terminal
0 write 0's into the camera ram
1 write 1's into the camera ram
6 start camera data recording
z num file Drocess first num frames

x num set threshold to num
s file num num screen plot the centroids
a chanse the state of debus
helo eive the command listine

Table 8.3: Commands Available.

controls the data collection and processing. Table 8.3 summarizes the available

commands.

The remaining files, CLUST.H, GETCENTS.C, CLUST3.C, SCREEN.C,

and SORT.C provide the routines to support the above commands. The collec-

tion provides a means to collect, cluster, and upload the centroid data to an

auxiliary computer. The multicentre clustering technique is currently supported

but any clustering routine can be substituted. The centroids can be plotted on

the ascii terminal using the "s" command. This uses the terminal's 80 by 24

character display as a bit map of a frame and displays ascii characters at the

positions where the centroids have been located. Of particular note is that

these routines are standard "C" routines that can be tested on any computer

system supporting "C". Once the routines have been written and debugged they

can be transferred to the single board computer. The routines to upload the

'Taw" data or processed data to an auxiliary computer as well as the terminal

emulator program that allows the terminal to communicate with the remote

computer are also important.
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This Appendix contains a brief description of the dynamic scene analysis

'software. A complete software listing is provided in the supplement, Three-

Dimensional Dynamic Scene Analysis: Protorype Software Lísting [Burek 1987].

An environment has been established in software to provide a vehicle for test-

ing various aspects of the dynamic computer vision problem. The software

consists of a main program and several modules that provide a test-bed for the

development of algorithms. The software has been written in the "C" program-

ming language on a Data General MV8000 mini-computer. Since the prototype

board requires the burning of EPROMs to test algorithms it was found neces-

sary to develop an environment suitable for software development. If the pro-

cessing of the dynamic scenes is to be attempted on a remote computer system

the "raw" data must be transferred from the prototype board to the remote

computer. This has been facilitated by writing an uploading facility that can

either transfer the raw camera data or partially processed camera data. As such,

this test-bed environment assumes the data from the camera has been success-

fully transferred to the remote computer file system. Another benefit of the

remote computer system for program development is that the whole resources

of a large multi-user computer environment are available. These include bit-

mapped graphics terminals and laser printer hard-copy devices.

The test-bed software environment consists of several modules combined

into a single command driven program. Since many tasks in the processing of

the data from a dynamic scene are common to all steps in the analysis process,

they can be shared. The commands in Table C.l show the main tasks that can

be invoked.

The main program is responsible for setting up the graphics environment.

The bit-mapped terminal output routines and laser printer hard-copy routines
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Appendix C Dynamic Scene Analysis Software

Command Description

exit quit

debug tossle the state of debue

read read a raw data file

zoomo zoom out on the displav frame

zoomi zoom in on the display frame

spline join a set of points with a spline curve

StAtS provide a cursor used to select two points and return the position
of the Þoints

project routine to test the projection algorithm used in the tracking prob-

lem

calibrate enter the calibrate subcommand structure

clear clear the displav

plotl calculate and display the centroids using the single centre clustering
technique

plot2 calculate and display the centroids using the multiedge clustering
technique

plot3 calculate and display the centroids using a simplified but faster mul-
tiedge clu stering technique

link disolav the centroids with line segments forming an obiect

track find the traiectories of the markers from successive frames

raste r 1 qenerate the boundaries of the obiects using a raster scan technique

raste12 calculate the centroids of the markers using a raster scan technique

plotl2 process each line of data and insert "phantom" transitions if single

transitions are detected

plotp display the raw data from the camera

mst display the minimum spanning tree of the points from a frame

t adiust the preset threshold used for clustering

v adjust the preset variance tolerance used for eliminating clusters

that are not circular

c adjust the preset count tolerance that eliminates clusters with too
few points

Table C.l: Main Commands.

are provided by linking to a GKS based "C" callable graphics package. The
õr.rî -^.-.:- ^^ --^,,:J^ ^ f^- ,{;.-l^";- - l;--. ^-J nninto i-\JI\ù rUU[Ilrçù PtUYrLtç o' g(lùJ rxçO.rrù rvr \¡r,)yraJr¡¡é urrvJ cr¡s Pv¡rrLò rrr 4

hardware independent manner. The hardware independence is important since

it allows the same results to be generated by a mini-computer or a personal
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Appendix C Dynamic Scene Analysis Software

computer. Eventually the dynamic scene analysis system may be implemented

as a standalone system. Since the graphics can easily be provided in the stan-

dalone environment the test-bed can be used to write the prototype standalone

software.

Some of the major software modules will now be discussed. The file

MATRIX.C provides several matrix manipulation routines. They include such

utilities as taking the transpose, multiplication, and inversion of matrices. Also

included are several three-dimensional image transformation routines. These

include rotations, scaling, skewing, translation, and perspective.

. The file LINK.C provides a simple routine that takes the trajectories found

from the tracking procedure and links them to form objects.

The finding of the trajectories of the markers is accomplished with the rou-

tines contained in the files TRACK.C and LABEL.C. The result of the tracking

procedure is a file that contains the trajectories of the markers. This output can

then be used to link the markers to form objects or can be further processed to

analyze the motion of the markers.

The camera calibration routines are included in a separate module. Once

the "calibrate" command is entered at the top level command structure several

auxiliary commands become available. They are listed in Table C.2. The com-

mands assume an underlying data configuration. There are two-dimensional

representations of points obtained from the cameras and three-dimensional

points from the world coordinate system. There are two systems, one for the

left camera and one for the right camera. All points are represented in the

homogeneous coordinate system.

The routines in the calibrate submenu allow the calculation of the two

camera models and the inverse perspective of points. The module also calcu-

lates the constraint lines that restrict the position of the markers from one cam-

era image to the second camera image. These constraint lines are important for

solving the correspondence problem.

The files RASTER.C, RASTER2.C, CLUST1.C, CLUSTZ.C, CLUST3.C,

and MST.C contain the code that implements the various different clustering

techniques. Associated with these routines are the support routines found in

the files PASS2.C, SORT.C, and QSORT.C. The file PLOT.C contains various
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Command Description

rX rotate the 3-D points about the x-axis

ry rotate the 3-D points about the y-axis

Íz rotate the 3-D points about the z-axis

scale scale the 3-D points

proiect senerate the constraining lines from one view onto the second view

inverse calculate the inverse perspective of the image points

write write the points to a file

read read the points from a file

olot displav the current I points linked to form a cube

cam I calculate the first camera model

cam2 calculate the second camera model

perspect applv a DersDective transformation on the data points

clear clear the display

trans write the current transformation matrix

pts write the current points

init initialize the transformation matrix to unity

Table C.2: Calibrate Commands.

frame plotting utilities and the file UTILITIES.C contains short utility func-

tions. The file SPLINE.C provides a routine that links points using a spline.

The file CONVERT.C is a short program that processes the raw data from

the camera into a form that is agreeable with the rest of the software. The pro-

gram in the file FRAME.C generates an index into the raw data file that allows

specific frames of data to be processed without sequentially processing the pre-

vious frames.

The software environment described above is very important for the

development of dynamic scene analysis algorithms. The mini-computer

environment provides the necessary software tools to develop large software

projects while the execution throughput is sufficient to attempt real world prob-

lems. Once the algorithms have been developed and prove satisfactory they

can be incorporated into a standalone system that is capable of solving many

real dynamic scene analysis problems.
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This Appendix contains the ci¡cuit schematics for the prototype design of a

two-camera three-dimensional dynamic scene analysis system. A brief descrip-

tion of each page is included to provide some understanding of the design

choices made and to highlight any improvements that could be made.

Fage I
The first page contains the central processor with the 16 bit data bus and

address bus. The core of the central processor is the Intel 80286 micro-

processor with its associated clock generator and bus controller. The central

processor also contains a Intel 80287 math co-processor for enhancing the

throughput of the floating point calculations.

The jumper labeled J29 provides some flexibility in configuring the bus

timing. The bus transactions can be configured as Multibus compatible or the

faster native 286 bus timing. The central processor runs with a 6 MHz. system

clock.

Page 2

The second page of the schematics contains the address decoding and the

ROM circuitry. The 16 Mbytes of physical address space of the 80286 is

decoded as shown in Table D.1. The system ROM is implemented wtth 27256

EPROMs giving a total of f 
lnnUytes 

of storage.

Fage 3 and Fage 4

Pages 3 and 4 show the circuitry for the system RAM. The system RAM

is controlled by an Intel 8208 dynamic RAM controller. Page 4 shows the

RAM array using 41256 dynamic RAM chips. The jumpers Jl, J3 and J4 can

be used to configure the system memory as either 512K or a full lM of

memory.
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Appendix D Prototype Circuit Schematics

Address Ran Function

000000 - 1FFFFF Svstem Ram

200000 - 3FFFFF Cameral Data
400000 - sFFFFF Camera? Data
AOOOOO - BFFFFF ROM Bank3

COOOOO - DFFFFF ROM Bank2
EOOOOO - FFFFFF ROM Bankl

Table D.1: System Memory Map.

Fage 5

The central processor requires each bus transaction to be acknowledged.

The circuitry on page 5 provides the necessary bus acknowledges and inserts

the appropriate wait states. The upper circuit on page 5 provides a watchdog

bus timeout signal. If for some reason the bus cycle is not acknowledged prop-

erly a bus timeout signal is automatically generated to terminate the cycle.

Page 6

The circuit on page 6 provides the two independent serial channels. The

Intel 82530 is the large scale integration chip that provides the communications.

The jumpers J13 and J14 allow the two independent channels to be configured

as DCE of DTE devices. The 82530 also acts as the system interrupt controller

and as a peripheral input device. Jumpers J17 and J18 allow the camera data

recording completions to be sensed by the central processer. The jumpers allow

an extended camera data to be installed without affecting the way the end of

recording is sensed.

Fages 7r8 and 9

Pages 7, 8, and 9 implement one camera data RAM. Page 7 shows the

address busses of the dual port RAM and the controlling Intel 8207 dynamic

RAM controller. Jumpers J7 and J8 allow the 8207 RAM controller to be

configured to accommodate different RAM devices and bus timings. Jumpers

Jl9, J20, J21, and J22 allow the data memory to be configured as either 1 or 2
Mbytes. Page 8 shows the data bus of the dual port RAM. The circuitry on

the right side of page 8 generates the linear addresses for the camera side of the

dual port memory. Finally page 9 shows the RAM affay which implements 1
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Mbytes of camera data. Pages 10, 11,

second camera system. They are very

Prototype Circuit Schematics

and 12 provide the data memory for the

similar to pages 7, 8, and 9.

Fage n3

Page 13 shows the circuit for controlling the cameras. The Motorola 6845

provides a programmable device to generate the necessary synchronization

pulses to drive the cameras. The video signal from each camera is sampled and

thresholded to provide the transition detection signal. The threshold can be

adjusted independently for each camera system using VR1 and VR2. Once a

transition in the video signal has been detected the horizontal position is sent

through a FIFO and into the dual port camera RAM. The connectors J27 and

J28 are the connectors to the independent cameras. The horizontal and vertical

synchronization signals are provided while the video signal is returned. The

thresholded video signals for the two systems are provided as a composite

video signal. These signals can be displayed on a video monitor to aid in the

camera threshold adjustments.

Fages L4 and L5

Page 14 provides the external connectors to allow the camera data

memories to be extended from 1 Mbytes to 2 Mbytes. A lM configuration

should provide at least 10 seconds of video recording while a 2M system should

double the recording time permitted. There is also an external connector that

provides the necessary system busses to allow the interfacing of a disk storage

system or a local area network. Also on page 14 are the external power supply

connectors. The board requires + 5 volts and * 12 volts to operate. Page 15

contains the decoupling capacitors used on the printed circuit board.

The final page is an illustration of the layout of the printed circuit board.

The two camera memory arrays are in the upper right of the board. The video

circuitry is at the bottom right and the system RAM is at the bottom left. The

central processor is at the upper left while the ROMs are at the center left. The

serial connectors and controller aÍe on the left periphery of the board.
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